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CULTURAL ABCS
Newcomers to Greece are often baffied by the Greek alphabet. Even
if they have trouble understanding other European languages they can
at least read road signs and figure out which is the ladies and the gents.
In Greece even international catch words like EXPRESS have a
bizarre appearance: E2nPEL. Perhaps as much as anything else it is
the strange alphabet that makes foreigners throw up their hands and
say, "It's all Greek to me!"
The cultural ABCs that follows won't help anyone overcome their
fear of qis, or I/Is, but it may provide a
to another set of symbols
that are equally strange. Greece is full
untranslatable concepts.
What follows is an alphabet's worth of these indigenous phenomena.
From E for Evil Eye to K for Kamaki to Z for Zorba these entries
introduce the newcomer to aspects of contemporary Greek culture
which arc not immediately obvious. Here readers will find out why no
one bothers about birthdays (see Namedays), why kiosks dot every
corner
Periptera), why o1d women dress in black (see Women),
why
are at odds over tourism (see XenophobiajXenomania).
Of course this kaleidoscope of incongruous items is only one of
many possible col1ections. The various writers who have contributed
to this alphabet are not set on fixing Greece's cultural top
on
the contrary, each-whether linguist, anthropologist or j'cmrnalist,-is
interested in tapping the shifting assumptions that go into making
myths and shaping cultural identity. Sometimes humorous, sometimes
serious, these entries map out another Greece, as important as the
Greece already represented by
region in the previous
commentaries, use these
section. As a dictionary or as a set
pages as you please,

es,

ACRONYMS
Even classicists, who can bumble their way
through the more conservative newspapers
with their many archaisms and purist forms
(see Language), would have a difficult lime
deciphering the strings of acronyms that
appear in most articles today. Always used for
the names of political parties (KKE. IIALO K,
N~, KO~H:EO, EllEN, ~HANA), acronyms
now stand in for everything from social services (lKA, EES, ANAT, IKY, ~EH, O\fl~)
to soccer clubs (rIAOK, AEK).
A contemporary Greek painter, commenting on the rece'nt proliferation of acronyms, chided that soon the Greek novel would
consist solely of abbreviations. It could be he
was merely denigrating language as a Icsscr
medium-we all know that according to
painters, a picture speaks a thousand wordsbut even so he had a point: acronyms are the
fast-food of modern Greek discourse. Just as
Americans have begun to wonder what McDonald's really means, so Greeks are beginning to wonder what acronyms are all about.
Why, ironically enough, have public announcements and newspaper articles started
to resemble their ancient stone predecessors
with their long lines of unpunctua ted capitals'!
This may be an exaggeration, but the abundance of acronyms is still a notable cultural
phenomenon. Especially since acronyms, like
fast-food hamburgers, have an uncanny
ability to camouflage what they contain. One
soon forgets what an acronym really stands
for. It suddenly has an association all its own,
completely separate from its components. The
prime minister Andreas Papandreou recently
took advantage of this slippage and decidcd to
use the same acronym for the Greek police
force as the left-wing resistance fighters had
used during Greece's civil war. EAAL now
stands for both. In this case an acronym
proved a subtle way of legitimizing a particular moment of leftist history.
But subtleties aside, even ifit would take a
. lifetime to decipher the politics of acronyms it
doesn't take long to learn those that are most
frequently used. And although Greek phrase
books rarely mention them you would be hard
pressed to phone overseas if you didn't know
that the public phones in every Greek town or
city were housed in a building called OTE
(pronounced "oteh"). You. might save yourself quite a bit of time if you knew that the
Greek tourist organization is called EOT
(pronounced "e/wl"), and some embar-

rassment if you knew that the great hordes
shouting rIAOK (pronounced "paok") in the
streets of Salonika on Sunday were not political activists but soccer fans.

BYZANTINE
CHURCH MUSIC
Q: In most parts of Greece on Sundays and
Namedays (see Namedays) radios are turned
on ful! blast and towns resound with the nasal
half, and less than half, tone dips of the
Athens' Mitrop61eos cantors. Can you briefly
explain why this chanting sounds "eastern" to
a westerner's ear?
A: Traditional modern Greek music has many
oriental features, as indeed had the JIlusic of
the ancient Greeks: not only tones and semitones, but other smaller and larger intervals,
oriental chromatic scales, a nasal quality in the
voice and characteristic motifs decorated with
grace-notes such as are particularly common
in the East.
Q: How did Byzantium give birth to two
such different church musics as the Roman
Catholic and the Greek Orthodox?
A: Were these two kinds of music really so
different 1900 years ago'! Plenty of scholars
doubt this. For example, this is what Igor
Reznikoff believes: "At the end of the 19th
century French Benedictines wanted to revive
the "Gregorian chant" and created melodies
based upon notes with identical time-value,
often indeed beautiful, but which have no connection with the genuine ancient chant as we
know it from manuscript sources on the one
hand and from the tradition of model music
on the other."

Q: What docs Orthodoxy have to say about
music? Has it always been an integral part of
the Greek church service? Has there ever been
any instrumental accompaniment?
A: Music has been used in the Christian
Church since Apostolic times, and is regarded
by the Orthodox Church as an integral part 'of
the liturgy, to be preserved by each generation
as a holy relic and to be performed contritely,
humbly and with due decorum. Ancient ecclesiastical tradition, which is still maintained,
holds that musical instruments are alien to the
spirit of Orthodox worship, because their
sounds are associated with worldly festivity.

That is why Orthodox church music is purely
vocal.
Q: It seems to me that the history of western
music is closely connected with the evolution
of church music. Leonard Bernstein's rock
mass is a far cry from a Bach Fugue. Has there
ever been any attempt in the Greek church to
compose new masses in any way like in the
Protestant and Catholic traditions?
A: A number of pieces of Greek church music
have been written in a more modern style.
Theodorakis, for example, has composed a
polyphonic Requiem for choir "a capella,"
These works could be performed in certain
churches, but ncither the congregations nor
the clergy would ever wish to replace the
traditional chant.

COFFEE

"Would you like a cup of coffee?" It's the
classic come-on from Syntagma to SUmos.
Fair enough, women tourists should not be
fooled by the sobriety of the homely brew,
for coffec has long been the drink of erotic
encounters. Among Greeks themselves,
offering coffee to a stranger is a gesture of
hospitality and an excuse for light conversation. A chance invitation for coffee with an
acquaintance and his or her paria isn't easily
refused_ It's the p~rfect drink for "exploratory" sociability, for jokes and mild flirtation,

Q: How has this music survived? Are cantors
trained or are they just cxpected to pick it up
from their elders?
A: The church music of the Byzan tines, and of
the Greeks in general, began to be written
down around A.D. 950, and for that purpose
a special system of notation was worked out.
Thus, up to A.D. 950, religious music was
handed down by oral transmission. From then
onwards, however, it has been transmitted
with the help of manuscripts, and later, since
1820, in books. But the pupil has-to overcomc
a very considerable obstacle before he can be
considered a good psaltis or cantor. He must
learn to chant in the appropriate style, and in
this no written music can h~lp him, only his
teacher.

Q: Arc thcrc any women cantors? Do women
play an active role in church music?
A: Ifa woman becomes a nun, and has a good
voice, then she may chant in her nunnery_
Otherwise it is not usual for her to chant.
Nevertheless, a number of women in
Byzantine timcs did occupy themselves in
writing hymns and selling them to music.
An interesting recent study on this subject
was written by Diane Touliatos-Sanker,
under the title of Medieval Women Composers ill Byzantium and the West.

Q: If visitors want to hear chanting at its
best where should they go? In Athens?
A: There are churches with good cantors
and choirs in evcry Greek city, and also in
Constantinople. In Athens, wherc I live,
I recommend my friends to attend the
liturgy in Ayia Iriili CSt. Irene's), where
Lycurgos Angel6poulos and his choir may be
heard.

and many a romance has begun with shy
glances over the cups.
Its place in more mundane social intercourse is just as prevalent. Greek men drink it
in thc ubiquitous kaffaneia, housewives drink
it in the houses with their neighbors dur,ing
breaks from their chores. Working people
drink it, too, but you won't find a coffee
machine at their workplace. They "order out"
from the local kaffaneia, and on downtown
streets, ducking in and out of office buildings,
you can often see the white-aproned proprieter carrying an ,Pingenuous deep-dished tray

crowded with coffee cups, the dish suspended
-lantern-like-by bowed metal supports.
In name, as in quality, it's much closer to
the Arabic original, gahwah, than our own
watery brew. Ground into a fine powder and
boiled with water and varying amounts of
sugar, kaje is served in tiny cups. You can
order it sweet (glikr5), very sweet and. boiled
(vari glikr5), medium (metrio) and plain (skho)
-and if those few teaspoonfuls don't satisfy
your caffeine addiction, double (dhiplo). Connoisseurs know that what distinguishes the
exquisite cup from the mediocre is a thick
topping of froth (kaimakz). Greeks used to
call it "Turkish coffee" (tul'kikb kaje) , until
the 1974 war in Cyprus, when it was angrily
crossed off menus across the land. Cyprus is
still a sore point, so unless you want to risk an
irate waiter, ask for Greek coffee (ellinikb
kale).
Even the dregs have their uses. If you leave
a trace of liquid so that the dregs can be
swished around the cup, you can turn it over
and let the wet residue run down the sides into
the saucer. It leaves swirling patterns, and
many a Greek woman can decipher symbols
embedded in them to "predict" the future.
Most men wouldn't be caught dead "saying
the cup," and since the church frowns on it,
many women hesitate to admit to it. But in
their houses, women trade cups and interpretations "for a laugh." Wedding rings and tall,
dark, handsome men seem to populate the
cup. But one wonders now that Nescafe has
become fashionable, what will become of the
next generation's fo'rtunes?

open to the street, where the curious may peer
at the skills of the chef.
The zacharoplastio is more than a shop.
One can often sit for some time, as in a cafe,
eating a kadaifi (finely shredded pastry stuffed
with almonds and soaked in honey) or a
projirerol (not the light French choux pastry
but sponge softened with syrup and liqueur,
covered with chocolate custard and cream),
always served with a glass of iced wa ter. In the
northern cities-where the abundance of
almonds and fruit and the presence of a large
population from Asia Minor have fostered a
sweet tooth among- the inhabitants-sweetshops are plentiful and often very smart. The
city-dweller will eat a baklavas--or the even
sweeter zeppelin-shaped lull/mba-in the
early evening, after a siesta and before dinner.
Surrounded by glass cases packed with all
variety of cakes (which present a constant
temptation), one is usually not enough.
At home, deliciously fragrant ~weei rusks,
koulourakia, are dipped into tea or coffee at
any time. On entering a home you are likely to
be offered-refuse at your peril-a piece of

DELECTABLES
"And, I, hungry once more, gaze at the
sweet biscuits." This heartfelt yearning,
expressed more than 2000 years ago by a
female character in one of Sophocles' lost
plays, is still experienced in today's Greece,
where sweets supply an important national
need. The zacharoplastio (sweet-shop), with its
mounds of crescent- and cone-shaped biscuits
decorated with chocolate, almonds, sesame,
apricots or coconut; with its giant bakingtins-lapsia--<:rammed with diamond wedges
of baklavas glossy with syrup and bulging with
nuts; with its extravagant European-style
pastes too; is indeed a mouthwatering sight.
Not less tempting are the smells of rose- or
orange-flower water, roasted almonds and
cinnamon which drift from the kitchens often

preserved fruit in syrup, IOU koutaliou (off the
spoon), a cross between jam and crystallized
fruit. All sorts of fruit and vegetables are
preserved in this way; especially delicious are
the green walnuts and little damsons of
Thasos. The more adventurous will sample a
jar of baby aubergines or marrows such as
cram the stalls in Salonika's street market. The
humblest variety of the "spoon" family is the
"submarine," a spoonful of vanilla (a vanillaflavored mastic cream) served in a glass of iced
water which then makes a delicately perfumed
drink.
The range of Greek confectionery is greater
than the disgruntled visitor supposes. Foreigners rarely meet with more than the ubi-

quitous stale baklavas or the oily halva
packaged in foil. The best baklavas is to be
found in Thasos, made unusually with walnuts
and heavily spiced. Two variants of this
oriental pastry found less often in shops are
galaklobourreko, milk pie (fillo pastry filled
with a thick egg custard flavored with orangc
flower and cinnamon) and revani, a Madeiratype sponge madc with semolina and soused
with a cognac and orange syrup. (Try them
when visiting Aegina.)
Halva comes in many types. Smyrna" halva,
now alas hard to find in shops, is made in huge
flat circles and is of a coarse, grainy texture
and rich amber color. Pharsalian halva, to be
found in Thessaly, is more gelatinous, closer to
Turkish delight (be sure to call it loukoumi!).
Both are excellent when sprinkled with lemon
and cinnamon. Halva should be bought in the
street markel, sliced from huge loaves, spotted
with pistachios and almonds or marbled with
chocolate. Even more sybaritic is karidoplasIDS, a rich "pate" made from chocolate and
walnuts.
One final word. When surrounded by the

proliferation of unknown delicacies don't be
overwhelmed. Ask for a bag of amigda/olaalmond macaroons of numerous shapes and
flavors-and you can't go wrong.
The sweet addict may like to sample this
recipe for revani:
Mix 2 teacups flour with 3! tsps baking
soda., Beat 6 eggwhites with a pinch of salt to
a stiff meringue and gradually add t teacup
sugar. Beat the yolks with -} teacup sugar and
It teacups butter until frothy. Add the grated
rind of an orange, the flour, the juice of an
orange, I teacup semolina, and finally the
eggwhites. Decorate with chopped almonds.
Bake in a tin 25 x 35 cm in a medium oven

for 40 mins or until springy to touch.
Make a syrup by boiling 3 parts sugar with
2 parts water, and 2 tbsps cognac and pour
over revan;. Cut in squares whcn cold. Serves
10-\2.

EVIL EYE

Greeks seldom call it the "evil eye"-just
"the eye" (to mati). Perhaps the malevolence
of "the eye" goes without saying. Belief in the
existence of "the eye" is not confined to
those from remote or provincial places. The jet
set, the middle-class as well as the proletariat,
and not a few university-educated, swear that
it exists. They insist that even doctors
acknowledge its reality, just as the Church
accepts the existence of demonic possession.
Undoubtedly, the experience of "bcing eycd"
is real and widespread, however much one
might quarrel with the diagnosis.
Concepts of "the evil eye" abound in Mediterranean societies. Whether these different
concepts are about the "same" thing is hotly
contested by scholars of this region. But the
debate itself underlines just how much "the
evil eye" is a social affliction rather than
anything particularly metaphysical. Probably,
the "evil eye" is about envy. It tends to appear
in communities rclatively undifferentiated by)
social class or wealth-"egalitarian," in a
sense-but where resources are scarce and
competition over them keen. In such places,
the increments of "superiority" of one family
over another are tiny, yet all-important.
Prestige or honor, variously, requires one to
"stand out" from one's neighbors. But not tob
much, for that invites jealousy and bad will.
Out of this paradox-the need to be better, the
need to be the same--comes "the eye." "The
eye" is a consequence of envy, but it is envy
expressed surreptitiously, even unconsciously.
This qualification is important. A Greek
will rarely give "the eye" to someone intentionally. What we'd call "sorcery"-saying
special words or doing special actions in order
to make something happcn to someone-falls
into a rather different category, that of
"magic" (mayia). "The eye," by contrast, is
cast by accident. The kind of person who casts
"the eye" on you or yours is probably a
neighbor or an acquaintance, someone with
whom relations are-if not warm-at least
cordial. It can happen inadvertently when
something is praised, or even silently admired.
This is why people take precautions by spitting

delicately e'Phthew! phthew! phthew!") on an
infant they cuddle or admire, to forestall any
ill effects.
The sorts of living beings and inanimate
objects most vulnerable to "the eye" are those
of unusual beauty, rarity or value. Tiny
babies, appealing toddlers. pretty girls and
twins are all at risk. Horses and cattle can be
amicted as well. When automobiles "die" for
no apparent reason, people blame it on "the
eye," and in certain parts of Macedonia you
can find one tractor after another with an
apotropaic string of blue beads hung from its
front fender. On a parched islet in the Dodecanese. the water supply for one household is
stored in white-washed barrels on its rooftop;
on each .barrel has been painted, with unabashed simplicity. a large blue eyeball.
Certain people are said to be prone to
casting the eye. Often. an individual so labeled
(sometimes called a grolisoilZls) is quarrelsome, odd, or marginal in some way to the community. Blue-eyed persons (a trait Greeks
associate with Turks!) are also especially
hazardous. Wearing blue-blue beads or' the
little blue pupil encased in plastic--repels that
danger. Many adults place one of these blue
plastic eyes next to the cross they wear on a
chain around their neck. And until recently
all children had some sort of charm-a cross,
an eye, an image of the Virgin and Childpinned to their under-clothes to protect them.
There is no way to know precisely who has
cast "the eye." First, the effects are noticed,
and only afterwards is a culprit surmised.
All concerned anxiously pool their memories
to reconstruct the recent past, straining to
identify possible suspects with possible motivations. This response of suspicion reinforces
belief in "the eye." It also reinforces its precipitating conditions: those of superficial
cordiality and su~terranean mistrust among
unrelated families. Oddly enough, then, identifying the CUlprit is usually quite irrelevant to
the curc's effectiveness.
Symptoms of affliction arc fairly welldefined: in humans, they include sudden dizziness, headaches, a "weight" on thc head or a
tightening in the chest, a fecling of paralysis.
Significantly, the hcad and chest arc the sites
of "breath" and "spirit." Animals show their
affliction by bizarre behaviors or suddenly
falling sick, while vehicles break down. When
it happens, people know who to go to. It's
often an old woman who is trusted and
respected and who "knows about these
things." The cure has many variations, but
this one is typical: the eurer lakes a glass of
water and makes the
of the cross over
it three times. Then,
repeats three times
silently to herself a special.' secret set of holy

words. usually a short passage from the Bible,
and simultaneously drops from her finger
three droplets of olive oil into the glass. If
the oil remains in globules, the person is not
amicted with "the eye." If it dissolves. this
is both the proof and its cure. The curer may
yawn and her eyes may tear, while the afflicted
person may feel a dramatic "lifting." This
blessed water is then dabbed on the forehead,
belly. and two points on the chest-that is,
at the points of the crucifix-of the affiicted.
Often enough, it works. Why it works isn't
clear, but the moral is. Illness isn't about
germs alone, It's also about social relations.
If that fact has eluded the Western medical
establishment, Greeks know it all too well. .

FRIENDS OR PAREA
Individualistic Americans hardly have a
name for it. "My gang" or "my buddies"
sound embarassingly corny. "My crowd"?
Maybe. but most opt for the delicately vague
"my friends." Yet these are seldom more than
conglomerations of individuals, drifting
together and then apart in a madly mobile
society. It's only in team sports, campus
"Greek" societies (wouldn't you know?) and
fringy cults that Americans
that
most of
sense of a small tight-knit group
the world takes for granted. Across the Atlantic, Europeans seem more sociable. The
English working classes have their "males"
from cradle to grave, but the French, with
their companie, perhaps come closest to the
Greek notion of parta. For parea combines
both senses of the French word: of companionship, and of the group of friends itself.
"Do you have parea?" means "Do you
have company?" In Greece, without parea,
things aren't worth doing. Living alone, going
off by yourself for a vacation, taking a lone
stroll, these are not signs of independence but
of desperation. This is a society whose language has no word for "privacy." The closest
translation is monaxia--"isolation," connoting deprivation, loneliness and loss. Who
would choose such a state? Young women on
their Own are especially suspect: surely they're
"looking" for something. Before the days of
mass tourism, big-hearted Greeks felt obliged
to "adopt" lone tourists wandering their
countryside, to "protect" the woman and befriend the fellow. Even today, "do you have
parea?" is less a question than an offer: "I'll
come along."

ri

I

The "naturalness" of parea for Greeks is
fostered in their family experience where a
myriad of what we'd call "incompatible"
activities happen all in one place so that
nobody is left alone. Traditional peasant
houses had one main room for, cooking,
eating, working and sleeping, and even in
new village houses and Athenian apartments,
everything seems to happen in the living
room-kitchen. With television droning in the
background, the teenage girl pores over her
school books while her father passionately
argues politics with his brother-in-law, her
brother shouts into the phone and her mother
clangs pots and scolds the grandchildren.
People often say that the primary unit of
Greek society is the family, not the individual,
and this is manifested in a different sense of

'I':fying
captains."
cline
Parea partakes of both fixity an,
parea" can mean a fairly fixed gr,
young Greeks, it's usually school [rient 'ng
those still childless, or far from home ~
university, the parea becomes an alternate
"family." Such a parea can last for years. Its
members are always together, and think and
talk about each other obsessively. They create
a shared history. For their parents, especially
if they've lived most of their lives in one town
or one
.
orhood, the pad!a combines
ds with relatives and new inlong-time
laws with their spouses, people with common
interests and common responsibilities.
For the young and unattached, the parea
can be all-consuming. Its members meet for
coffee before lunch, coffee after, a brandy at

personal boundaries. Greek families are not
a place for "respecting the other person's
space." They are interactive-indeed, interfering. How else can they show they care? This
is where "Greek individualism" differs from
the American variety. Americans believe they
have the right to "do their own thing" and
should allow others the same. Greek individualism is rooted in the family and the parea,
with their intense loyalties and equally intense
conflicts. Greeks advise, criticize, make
sacrifices for and demand them from those
they consider "their own." No laissez-faire
here! If American individualism is about the
lone cowboy, the Greek version is about the
leader of the pack. "Twelve Greeks," they
remark in wry self-recognition, "thirteen

four, and a meal in a taverna at ten. Their
political convictions probably don't diverge
much (only kinship-sometimes-bridges political quarrels), yet over these little cups of
coffee, they debate the fine points of their
differences incessantly. They also joke and tell
stories, and in their fragmented state of twos
and threes, 'take up their other favorite
subject: relationships. Friendships, family relationships, the continuing saga oflovers-all
are minutely examined and deep emotional
intimacies are thus forged. Friends measure
their closeness by the pain they've shared.
Like a family, such a parea sometimes has
a kind of incest taboo. Jokey flirtations are
part of the parea's spice but for serious affairs,
members of the opposite sex. are quite literally

delicalamiliar" that they seem more like
infalllgS. Lovers are brought to the parea
ill ere than found within it. Except perhaps at
1rriage, people don't leave the parea to form
a' "couple." "Dating" itself is alien to Greek
experience.
The pal'i:a nurtures vehement loyalties,
especially in the face of outsiders' criticisms.
But such relentless intimacy can also be
suffocating and breed a kind of bitchiness.
Parea life can
on melodrama: imagined
take on
proportions. Sooner or
there's a
or a cooling, and the

soda water or coca-cola.
As they've eaten--collectively-so do they
pay. It used to be that men always paid for
women, splitting the bill equally among themselves. Things are more in !lux these days.
Men will pay for wives and girlfriends, but in
university parees everyone is equally impoverished, regardless of sex, so all contribute.
Guests-especially if they are foreigners-are
a stickier matter. Greeks are proud of their
reputation for hospitality. And they would
never let a foreigner pay his-and especially
her-way without a fight. But they are sensitive about being taken advantage of. The
best policy is always to plunk your money
down with the rest-indeed, to show your
, willingness to pay with as much drama and
determination as you can muster-and if you
find yourself overruled, to accept graciously.

GRAFFITI
AND POLITICS

has its own etiquette. "Being
its object. not eating or drinking.
In
taverna, the parea members submit
these creaturely needs to a grander, collective
ideal. Endless plates of food come to rest not
at each individual's place but haphazardly on
the table. Each wields his fork to spear a
morsel, then rests it. Meals like this can last
for hours. That is the point. The table must be
brimming-stinginess Greeks find contemptible, but
in parea is almost as bad.
So, for
their exhortations to others to
"Eat!" they can be surprisingly reticent thcl1!-selves. The same goes for drinking. Greeks
drink only with food, and never alone. The
point is not to
drunk. Drinking is only a
means to
,. to entering a pleasant
and
Greeks call kidi. For
all they drink (and that's usually less than it
first seems) there are fewer alcoholics here
than anywhere else in Europe. They regard
with distaste tourists who drink to stupefaction. EspeciaUy tourist women; Greeks
may grudgingly
a woman who ean
hold her liquor, but
unforgiving when
she can't. It's seen as another proof of the
immorality they already take for granted. So
the double standard operates here with a
vengeance, and in more puritanical locales,
females ostentatiously spike their retsina with

In Procopius' day, Constantinople was
brought to a standstill as fans of rival chariot
teams, the Reds. Blues and Greens, rampaged
through the streets. Nowadays the chariotracing is gone. but its place in Greek life is
filled by politics.
Come election-time, the Athens streets are
jammed solid with thousands of banners, flags
and posters as supporters flood into Syntagma
Square for the big rallies. Walls, bridges, the
bare sides oC apartment blocks become so
many mottled configurations of slogans. Hit
squads from the political parties' youth
·groups head out at night to whitewash op-

ponents' slogans and paint up their own. Outside the towns it's the same story. Way up in
the deserted foothills of Mount Parnassus the
lurid green sun of P ASOK is daubed across
the face of remote cowsheds.
Graffiti are essential to political success in
Greece and they impose requirements of their
own. Above all, color. If you thin~ about it,
the choice is limited: white is out since it won't
show up against whitewash, yellow likewise.
Black is confined to the extreme Right. The
conservative New Democracy has bagged
blue, a light turquoise which conveniently
echoes the national flag. The KKE, the
communist party (now split into two) of
course uses red.
One of the keys to the success of the ruling
socialist party, PASOK, had been their appropriation of the color green: highly visible,
obviously suggesting close tics with the
natural world, which helped to offset their
radical reputation in the eyes of conservative
farmers.
The other essential behind effective graffiti
is the snappy slogan. Here's where the differcn~e emerges between parties who know what
they want-and those who can't make up their
mind. One word won the 1981 election for
Andreas Papandreou-allaghi (change). This
simple formula had already worked wonders
four years earlier against a feeble array of
alternatives such as New Democracy's own "It
found Chaos: it created a State" which might
arguably have been true but certainly fell flat,
failing even to rhyme properly. The center
party's own motto al/aghi me sigol/ria (change
with security) was a laughable imitation of
PASOK. a virtual admission of defeat.
pASQK's rise to power has taken place
under the painted rays of a bright green sun,
a sym bol which has not had the disturbin_g

effects that one might have
the laws of nature seemed
the party's potency.
This idea of a political rebirth, the dawning
of a new era, has been helped by the charisma
of Andreas Papandreou himself. Charismatic
political leaders recur in Greek affairs, but
usually in the guise of elderly father
such as the Cretan Venizelos. The
men tend to. remain in their father's shadow.
But the case of the Papandreou dynasty is
different; Andreas' father George achieved
charismatic status late in life and was popularly known as "The Old Man." His son,
referred to universally as "Andreas," has
managed to retain his charismatic mantle
unprewhilst keeping his youthful im'
cedented feat in recent history
one which
keeps his opponents on the defensive.
Recently, with the entry of one of his' own
sons into Parliament, "Andreas" has begun
gingerly to make the transition to charismatic
"father." PASOK posters in the last election
talked of creating a "better future for our children" as the public relations men shepherded
an array of preoccupied little girls across the
country's platforms and television screens.
Once again, PASOK's opponents were
caught on the hop. The mainstream Communist Party remained cooped up in its proletarian ghetto, whilst New Democracy, with a
new leader at the helm, talked unconvincingly
of zodani aJumeosi (real renewal)-allag/ii by
another name.
As in Procopius' Constantinople, modern
Greek politics is dominated by Reds, Blues
and Greens. There are endless factions, per·
sonal groupings which come and go, but for
the time being the walls are full, the brightest
colors bagged, and any change in the political
spectrum will require an imaginative palette.

Almost every travel guide to Greece opens
its entry on "hospitality" with the story of
Zeus, the disguised stranger-guest. And who
are we to break tradition? In its ancient form
-and still so, today-the word usuallytranslated as "hospitality" was a bit of an
oxymoron. Philoksenia is a compound word,
combining philo, "to .love," and Xenos, a
word meaning-oddly-both "stranger" and
"guest." Now, those were pretty rough times
back then, and folks tended to be a little
suspicious of strangers turning up on their

is somehow always more hospitable than the
one down the road. In some ways, the "truth"
is in the declamation. But certain places
achieve a national reputation. Cretans-never
a folk for middling gestures-are thought to
be as extreme in hospitality as they are in
temper. Predictably, the label becomes selffulfilling. Other locales (Chi OS! The Mani?)
fare less well in the eyes of their compatriots--bul being an issue of local patriotism,
well, it's all rather subjective, isn't it?
Hospitality isn't measured merely by its
lavishness. It helps, of course. At weddings or
namedays when guests are being fed, Greeks
orchestrate an atmosphere of plenty-of
copious quantities of meat, wine glasses
constantly refilled, of a table choked with
platters and bottJes--so that all can enjoy

doorstep. But Zeus. it appears, liked to travel
incognito, the better to seduce the lovely
mortals he fancied. So ZeuS--ll, trifle opportunistically, perhaps-decreed philoksenia
not just an exalted virtue, but an obligation.
The Xenos, he said, should be treated in a
princely fashion, because-who knows?-that
stranger might really be a god in disguise, even
Zeus himself!
Though the onslaught of mass tourism has
jaded it a bit, hospitality remains a virtue.
Indeed, it is the very quality Greeks believe
most distinguishes them from other peoples,
especially the cooler hearts of cooler climes.
They're positively competitive about it: every
house insists its own hospitality is more
genuine than the neighbor's; and "our" village

themselves. and also, so that none can call
them "cheap." Yel poverty is not an insurmountable barrier. Greeks quote little
homilies about the poor having little but
giving of it freely. and the old woman who
brings a glass of fresh water, bread and a few
olives to feed unexpected guests, since it's all
she has, is thought almost saintly. What
counts, ideally, is purity of motive. a selfless
generosity which compels one to give
whatever one has--however great or humble
-without thought of reward.
The reality is more complex. Hospitality
creates a relationship, but it is not of equals.
The host brings the guest into his own domain,
then increases his prestige by giving. The
guest. receiving, becomes "obliged" to the

HOSPITALITY

host. Once you know this. the common power
struggle over food suddenly makes sense. The
guest is obliged, ultimately, to receive but is at
the same time "ashamed" to seem too eager.
Proverbially, the guest was supposed to refuse
an offer of food or drink twice. and onlyafter much coaxing-to relent the third time.
It's quite a delicate game, really. It can be
disastrous for the unsuspecting traveler. The
Greek host thinks your refusals arc just politeness, that saying "no" you really mean "yes."
There aren't any magic solutions. You can try
to argue" diabetes" or "bad teeth" if you can't
bear the sight of another dish of jellied fruit,
but be prepared to accept something in the
end, so as not to insult your hosts. And if
you're invited to dinner. it wouldn't hurt to
skip a meal or two before.
Most travelers will have more superficial
contacts with Greeks, but few will leave
without being invited-at least once-into
the house for coffee. Fortunately, rituals of
hospitality have a fairly standardized form
(though this varies regionally). Their
formality doesn't compromise their sincerity.
And that very predictability can be a boon to
the traveler. A few phrases, carefully memorized and strategically deployed, can put you
on surer footing, and your host will be tickled
that you bothered to Jearn their ways. If you
arc invited for coffee, you will probably be led
to the salimi, the formal living room, and left
to wait while your hostess retires to the kitchen. She will return in a few minutes with a tray
covered in a doilie, with a tiny cup of coffee,
a saucer of cookies and a glass of water. Take
the coffee first: raise it up slightly, and say Slin
iyia 5as! ("To your health!"), then take a sip.
You can then eat the cookies with the coffee
(dunking is usually respectable). When you've
finished, raise the glass slightly, toasting your
hostess, and drink the water. When you leave.
you can say sas efharist6! ("I thank you") or
even better, hilrika poll. The latter is
something you say when you've just been introduced (''I'm very pleased [to meet you]")
but here, it can also mean "I've enjoyed
myself." Hospitality, after all. is about both.

ICONS
AND ORTHODOXY
To be Greek is, in the case of97 percent of
the population, to be Greek Orthodox. True.
many people demonstrate no interest in
Orthodoxy. When I asked one young man
what faith he belonged to he pulled out his

state identity card and said, "This J.D. card
says I'm Orthodox. Personally, 1 don't really
know."
Traditionally Greek identity has always
been strongly bound up with Orthodoxy. This
includes the period of the Byzantine Empire
when the populace viewed itself as dwelling in
a world which had reached its perfect state and
was a refraction of the Kingdom of Heaven.
Later, after the Ottoman conquest (1453), the
Greeks were administered as followers of the
Orthodox faith, not as members of a particular national group. The Church was thus the
main representative of Greek national identity
until independence in i832.
To those brought up in the largely Protestant if not wholly secular surroundings of
northern Europe or North America the

religion of Greece appears threateningly
mystical and obsessed by ritual. Any casual
visitor to Greece could potentially pass
the same verdict as the great Protestant
theologian Harnack who wrote: "I do not
expect to be contradicted if I answer that this
official ecclesiasticism with its priests and its
cult, with all its vessels, saints, vestments,
pictures and amulets, with its ordinances of
fasting and its festivals, has nothing to do
with the religion of Christ."
Such a view is uncharitable in thc extreme.
The use of icons, for example, is one of the
most frequently misunderstood aspects of
Orthodoxy. These beautiful and highly
stylized pictures are not objects of idolatrous
worship. This was precisely the indictment of
the so-called. iconoclasts in the seventh and
eighth centuries. In an effort to purify the
religion of this idolatry they proceeded to
literally deface thousands of icons throughout
Byzantium. Intact pre-ninth century icons are
consequently very rare.

The use of icons was ultimately upheld by
the Church with the understanding that icons
only symbolize the holy person depicted upon
them. They are an instrument by means of
which this holy person may be venerated. In
no instance are they themselves an object of
worship. This accounts for why there is no
tradition of naturalistic realism in their
execution. On the contrary the depiction of
each personage is governed by strict conventions and approaches an ideal type.
Through the material icon we are directed
beyond to a transcendental glory. As John of
Damascus wrote, "I do not worship matter
but I worship the Creator of matter, who for
my sake became material and deigned to dwell
in matter, who through matter effected my
salvation. I will not cease from worshipping

in Greece is that of the Virgin Mary on the
island of Tinos. It is said to have been painted
by S1. Luke and to have speeial wonderworking power. Every year on the 15th of
August, the ce1ebration of the Assumption of
the Virgin, thousands of pilgrims flock to the
island to make requests of the Virgin or to
leave devotions as repayment formirac!es that
were performed (see pictures on pages
212-213). In one corner of the monastery
which houses the icon a pile of crutches left
behind by those healed on the spot can be seen.
In Orthodoxy the miraculous and wondrous seem to be closer at hand than in other
Christian traditions. When a miracle happens
the people are not particularly surprised. In
fact they expect them to happen. Stories
abound regarding people who have been
"illuminated" by one of the saints and are
able to tell the future. Other traditions concern
those who imprudently decided to work on the
day of St. Spyridon, or some other sajnt. and
were smitten for not resting.
In conclusion, Orthodoxy is more than a
religion, it is a way of life. Orthodox feasts
mark public holidays and so touch everyone.
Greeks may not all believe in it, but none can
deny that it has exerted an inO uenee over them
and marked them in a distinctive fashion.
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the matter through which my salvation has
been effected."
The icons painted on the walls of churches
throughout Greece are an early form of
animation. They are a book explaining the
Orthodox faith for those umible to read-a
writing in images.
Icons are not only revered in Church;
virtually every house contains an icon stand
(iconosltisis) containing various icons deemed
to have a particular importance for the family.
They may represent certain saints for whom
family members are named. Almost all
personal names in Greece are shared in
common with a saint and instead of birthdays, saints' days are celebrated (see Name·
days). In times of need a person may beseech
these saints for help.
Perhaps the single mosLwidely revered icon

At 2 a.m. on the morning of Apr. 21, 1967,
the people of Greeee discovered that during
the night the army, in a swift, well-planned
coup, had overthrown the government and in
its place established a military regime. Using
a NATO contingency plan developed for use
in the event of a communist invasion from
Greece's northern neighbors, aod code-named
"Prometheus," the conspirators justified their
putsch on the grounds that they "were saving
Greece from the precipice of communism."
Later in the morning of April 21 a decree
was issued proclaiming martial law. Various
articles in the constitution guaranteeing human rights were suspended, special military
courts were established in Athens and Salonika, political parties were dissolved and the
right to strike abolished. Newspapers were
submitted to strict censorship and required to
publiSh exactly what was supplied by the
government, and all gatherings, indoors or
outdoors were forbidden. Many thousands of
people with a record of left-wing political
views or activity were arrested and sent into

exile in bleak camps on remote islands. A large
number of parliamentary leaders were taken
into custody.
The new government ran true to form.
Like other military dictatorships, its measures
were alternately savage and ludicrous. Its
leaders, the Colonels, were fanatical, if unintelligent, anticommunist salvationists who,
no less than Hitler, saw politics in black and
white terms, a simple and fierce contest
between good and evil. Like the pre-war
dictator General Metaxas, they placed much
emphasis on the need to discipline and reform
the Greek character. They condemned long·
hair on men and mini·skirts on women and
ordered both to go to church. Even foreign
tourists were subjected to some of these
regulations, though the government was
anxious not to frighten them away altogether.
But like other "moralists," they did not escape
making themselves ridiculous. For example,
through the official propaganda machine they
tried to humiliate the Nobel prize-peot George
Seferis for handing out a memorable. statement of protest against the dictatorship; they
deprived the celebrated film-star Melina
Mercouri of her citizenship for criticizing
them; they banned the songs of Mikis
Theodorakis, a leading composer because he
had been a left-wing deputy; and thcy
censored the tragedies and comedies of the
classical theater.
After the coup, little was heard of the
communist threat which was supposed to
justify it, and the seizure of the papers of
the left-wing party failed to produce any
evidence in support The coup was a simple
seizure of power by a handful of military
bigots. The regime resorted to torture and
brutality on a big scale as a deliberate instrument of policy to maintain its grip on
power. Torture by the police was not unknown to Greece but the extcnt to which
it was practiced and approved by the dictators
appalled the outside world when the facts
became known.
The Nixon administration, however,
viewed these developments with no more than
embarrassment and after a brief period of
indecision gave the regime its accolade in the
shape of arm supplies. Greece as a place
J'armes for NATO seemed more important
than Greece as a conforming member of the
society of free and democratic nations which
NATO was proclaimed to be.
The first blow in the downfall of the junta
was initiated by students. In November 1973
a large number of them occupied the Athens
Polytechnic and university buildings in Salonika and Patra. When it became clear that
they were attracting widespread sympathy,

and when the Athens Polytechnic students
began broadcasting appeals on a clandestine
radio for a worker-student alliance to overthrow the dictatorship, Papadopoulous, the
regime's strong-man, sent in troops and tanks
to crush them. The eviction of the students
from the Polytechnic was carried out with
extreme brutality, and at least 40 students and
other sympathizers were killed, several hundreds wounded and thousands arrested. This
ruthless demonstration of force in the center
of Athens turned the stomachs of most
Greeks. The days of the dictatorship were
numbered.
The regime collapsed eight months later, in
July 1974, under the weight of its bungling in
Cyprus which led to a confrontation with
Turkey and a military call-up for which the
military rulers of the country had prepared
with a farcical incompetence reminiscent of
the equally empty militarism of an earlier
Mediterranean dictator, Mussolini. The
conservative leader Karamanlis. who had
been living in exile in Paris, returned to Greece
in the early hours of July 24 to oversee the
dismantling of the dictatorship and the return
to democratic rule. Seven years of a brutal,
corrupt and unpopular dictatorship had
ended as abruptly as it had began.

KAMAKI
Kamitki literally means a fishing trident.
but now the word also refers to picking up or
"hunting" foreign tourist women, and to the
"hunter" himself. While picking up women is
nothing new, the Greek ktmulkiknows that he
is playing a well defined game with its own
rules, techniques and vocabulary. Another
less romantic mythology has built up around
this seasonal activity, fueled by press coverage, television, and above all, the exaggerated
"fishing stories" of the perpetrators.
The development of k(lmitki has paralleled
the increase in tourism in Greece over the last
25 years. In the 1960s young Greek women
were extremely restricted in their movements,
and were kept closely tied to the family. There
was therefore little prospect for romance, sex.
or even an evening out with a young woman.
for the comparatively independent young
man. The arrival of women tourists, who were
not only sexually liberated, but were sometimes in search of "the four Ss" (sun. sand,
sea and sex), was an opportunity not to be
missed. Kamirki started to be practiced wher-

ever foreign women were present, and not only
by organized connoisseurs such as the members of the former "Octopus" club in Nauplia,
but by any man who cared to try his luck. The
"professionals," who roam certain high\y
touristic areas such as Syntagma Square in
Athens, are said to make a living from their
occupation, and they are certainly offensive to
many tourist women. It could also be that
their widely-publicized philosophy influences
the potentially more genuine attentions of
other Greek men.
The-aim of the pursuit i~ to have sex, and
according to the kanulki rules, as soon as
possible after meeting a tourist woman, and
with as many women as possible. Competitive
friends compare "scores" at the end of the
summer .season, and winter-time karnak;
conversation dwells on the glory of summertime conquests. It is obviously the chase and
not the "kill" that provides the entertainment.
Inexperienced meri may get no further than
asking dozens of foreign women for coffee,
and being rejected. Alternatively, the more
sophisticated hunter realizes that the initial
approaeh is crucial, and that he has to survey
the hunting-ground, lay traps, and be ready to
approach, or layoff until the time is ripe.
The intention is to make contact with the
tourist woman without her realizing that she
is being picked up by a karnaki. One karnaki
ploy is to ask the woman the way to the Post
Office, and if she does not know, explain the
directions to her. The newer the arrival to
Greece, the better, because she will not have
become wise to the ways of Greek men.
Women of different nationalities are said to
require different techniques, and among the
first questions a tourist woman is asked is
"where are you from?". There are various
theories as to which nationalities are easy,
awkward, arrogant or beautiful, but all agree
that if the respondent is Greek or Italian, there
is little hope for success, and one should try
elsewhere: Mediterranean women know the
old tricks of their men too well to be duped.
If the tourist woman agrees to go for coffee
or whatever, she is unlikely to be seen as
independent, but rather as naive. Here lies the
contradiction of the game: a karnaki will not
view himself as the prey of a foreign female
komaki. A tourist woman who is evidently out
to "catch" men in numbers will probably be
labeled a prostitute, as a Greek woman would
be. The classic kamaki wants at least to appear
to be in control; the kudos comes from persuading unwilling or unknowing women into
going to bed.
In general among Greeks, karnaki has a bad·
reputation. Most foreign women scotT at these
men, and even former protagonists claim that

it has lost its pioneering glamour, and become
crude and vulgar. However. some see the
karntiki as continuing the long tradition of
hospitality in Greece. He can introduce or
add to the delights of being abroad with
sparkling sun and sea, exotic music and food,
romance, and other elements of the ideal
holiday. The foreign woman who understands
the rules of karnaki can choose whether or not
to play the game.

LANGUAGE
Imagine a language which has two sets of
unrelated words for basic concepts, such as
"nose," "cheek," "shoe," "house," "door,"
"street," "moon," "red" and "white." ISUPPOse,
also, that-together with its own distinct
grammar-is used in everyday life, while the
other is obligatory in official parlance, in
education, and even in most newspapers.
That language is Modern Greek, or at least
it was until 1974. For the first century and a
half after Greece gained its independence
from the Ottoman Empire in 1821 there were
two versions of Greek, used in different situations, which overlapped in pronunciation and
in many areas of vocabulary and grammar,
but differed radically in others. This situation
is not unique to Greece. The Arabs, for instance, also use different versions of Arabic
in different circumstances. The Greeks have
traditionally revered the language of ancient
Greek literature and the New Testamcntalmost as much as the Arabs have valued the
language of the Koran. For centuries the
Greeks have felt that their own writings should
depart as little as possible from the language
of their illustrious ancestors and the language
of their Holy Book.
Some acquaintance with the Greek language
question is essential to an understanding of
Greek culture as a whole over the last two
hundred years, since the controversies over
the language sum up the conflicting attitudes
of the modern Greeks to their ancient compatriots. It has never been doubted in Greece
that the present-day inhabitants of the country
are the direct descendants of the ancient
Greeks, who laid the foundations of European
civilization.
This assumption presented the Greeks who
were· preparing the way for independence in
the 1820s with the problem of what national
ideology to adopt in order both to unite the
nation from within and to present a national

image to the outside world. Within Greece
itself-and among adherents of the Greek
Orthodox faith in general-a bewildering
of different languages was spoken,
and
Greek language itself was split into
various dialects, some of them mutually incomprehensible. Nevertheless. Greek was the
most widespread language spoken in the area,
and Greek (albeit Greek of more than one and
a half millennia before) was the language of
the Church. So Greek intellectuals of the
early 19th century agreed that the best way
to cement national unity and to secure assistance from the West in their national liberation
struggle was to promote as much as possible
their links with Ancient Greece, to which
Europeans and Americans at the time had a
strong romantic attachment. Their case was

Greeks should call themselves. From the early
centuries of the Christian era until the beginning of the 19th century almost all Greeks had
called themselves "Romans" and their spoken
language "Romaic," since they were conscious of belonging to the traditions of the
Byzantine Empire, which was historically the
continuation of the Roman Empire. They
tended to reserve the words "Hellene" and
"Hellenic" (i.e. Greek) for the pagan ancient
Greeks and their language. By insisting on
calling themselves and their compatriots
"Hellenes" some intellectuals were able to
envisage the resurrection of the ancient Greek
language along with its name; yet at the same
time, whereas everyone knows the difference
between the Italians and the Romans, the
word "Greek" is used indiscriminately and

supported by the undoubtedly close connection between the ancient and modern Greek
languages.
From here on, however, there was profound disagreement. Some Greek intellectuals
believed that the modern language was crude
and barbaric (this they attributed to centuries
of Turkish rule) and that the only way for the
Greeks to prosper was a return to the pristine
beauties of Ancient Greek, which they saw as
a peak of perfection from which any later
developments represented a decline. This
return would ensure the rebirth of ancient
Greek culture, their belief being that anyone
who learned to speak like Plato would automatically begin to think like Plato. Connected
with this was the problem of what the modern

confusingly to refer to the people and language
of both ancient .and modern Greece.
Others, realizing the impracticality of persuading the Greeks to renounce their mother
tongue, preferred to look at the example of
European nations such as the French, who
had reached cultural eminence after abandonLatin and cultivating their own language.
intellectuals argued that only through
the use of the spoken language could the
Greeks become sufficiently educated and
enlightened to drag their country out of the
economic and cultural morass into which
centuries of SUbjection had sunk them. They
urged their compatriots to follow the example
of the ancient Greeks, who had used their
mother tongue to reach the heights of

civilization.
Among those who opposed the imposirion
of a fully resurrected Ancient Greek was
Adamandios Korais (1748-1833), a former
merchant and physician living in Paris who
became the leader of the intellectual movement preparing for Greece's independence.
But although he constantly attacked the
archaists, he was equally scathing about those
who insisted on using the modern language
as it was spoken by the common people.
Instead he proposed a "corrected" version
of Modern Greek, corrected, that is,
to the rules of Ancient Greek grammar.
language would have the advantage of being
not too far removed either from any of the
modern Greek dialects (and thus avoiding
giving an unfair advantage to the speakers of
anyone dialect) or from Ancient Greek. It
would display both the underlying unity
among the speakers of Greek in the present
day and the profound identity (despite superficial differences) between the Ancient and
the Modern Greeks. Korais' compromise
language, which was neither fully ancient nor
fully modern (and had never been spoken by
anyone), was adopted by the fathers of the
nation as the basis of the official language,
later known as katharevousa (literally 'the
purifying language').
It is difficult for non-Greeks to imagine rhe
almost magic power invested in the ancient
written word in Greece. Throughout the 19th
century Greek intellectuals, frustrated and
disillusioned by the problems facing the Greek
state (poverty, disunity, economic and political subjection to the West), seemed convinced
that every aspect of modern Greece represented an inferior and tarnished version of
some glorious ancicnt counterpart. The
ancient language was looked upon, quite
irrationally, as an instrument of absolute
perfection; and-precisely because it was no
longer spoken, but only written-it appeared
to be timeless and eternal, exempt from thc
change and decay that affect all living bodies
(including, of course, spoken language, which
is constantly in a state of flux).
It is notoriously difficult to create a stan·
dardized language-look at the differences
between the varieties of English spoken within
any onc English-speaking country, let alone
in different English-speaking countries. The
Greek intellectual leaders created an added
difficulty of trying to forge a standard that
would contain material from two separate,
albeit related, languages (Ancient and
Modern Greek), each of which had never been
standardized in itself but was split into widely
diverging dialects. So any user of katharevousa
had to walk an unsteady tightrope and avoid

falling into either incomprehensIbility or
vulgarity. Those w'ithout laborious training
in such verbal acrobatics (which meant the
vast majority of the Greek population) could
choose to ignore the official language altogether and thus exclude themselves from direct
access to the law and the state apparatus.
Otherwise, they could parrot-learn set formulas which they might not fully comprehend
but which would in any case enable them to
muddle through.
While the academics were busy deriding the
popular language, the poets were writing in
it and exhorting people to abandon their prejudices -against it. By the end of th~ 19th
century almost all creative writers were using
the "demotic" (spoken) language in their
works, so that klltharev()usa became solely the
language of official parlance and no longer
that of cultural life. Nevertheless the struggle
continued: people were killed in riots involving
adherents of the two opposing linguistic
varieties in 1901 and again in 1903, and the
article of the Greek Constitution specifying
katharevousa as the official language (inserted
in 1911, in response to this violent polarization) was not abolished until after the
Colonels' dictatorship fell in 1974. During
this century the language controversy has
often tended to be identified with polirical
divisions, katharel'ousa being promoted by
the Right and demotic by the Left. It was
partly because katharevollsa had become
tainted by its identification with the Colonels'
regime that the more liberal (though still
conservative) government of Karamanlis that
immediately followed it was able to begin
replacing kathal'evDusll by demotic in all areas
of public life.
But the Greeks haven't stopped arguing
about their language; indeed, it is still a
frequent topic of discussion among intellectuals and non-intellectuals alike. Since 1981
Papandreou's socialist government has continued the process of dismantling katharel'ou:m,
and the more laid-back style of its speeches
and pronouncements has offended many who
have found it hard to accustom themselves to
a casual use of language for official purposes.
The government's abolition of many of the
actually functionless diacritics used in writing
Grcek for two thousand years (but not in the
Classical period), which caused so much
misery and embarrassment both to schoolchildren and to adults, has been widely criticized. More justified is the criticism of the
official policy on the teaching of Ancient
Greek, which used to be a compulsory highschool subject but now cannot be studied
at school before the age of 16. These moves
are often seen as ploys to cut modern Greece
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off from her roots, depriving the nation of
its lirm basis in the past and making it easy
prey for Americans, Russians, or any other
foreign power that might wish to exert its
cultural dominance.
The Greeks' desire to bridge the gap between their language and culture and those
of the ancients has enormously enriched
modern Greek life. However, the Greeks need
not be ashamed (as generations of schoolteachers tried to make them) of the language
and culture that had developed over the last
millennium. Pride in their ancestors often
gave the Greeks either an excessive sense of
self-satisfaction or, conversely, a feeling of
inferiority in relation to their glorious ancestors and their unsatisfactory contemporary
condition. Others held the more constructive
view that the Greeks should be proud of
having kept the Greek language alive through
successive periods of foreign domination.
Having had their native language wrenched
from their mouths in the first grades of school,
the Greeks have now been given back their
mother tongue. The Grceks were probably the
lirst people to carry out a successful war of
national liberation against an alien imperial
power; but thc poet Dhionisios Solomos
warned in 1824 while this war was being
waged, that tne Greeks would not be free
until they had rid themselves not only of their
Turkish occupiers but of the pedants who
tried to teach them that they were something
other than they werc. This second liberation
did not come until 1974. a century and a half
after the first.
Nevertheless, one positive consequence of
the language controversy is a fondness shared
by all Greeks-whether peasants, poets, neither, or both-for playing with the different
varieties of their language. For the Greeks,
language isn't simply a means of expression,
but an arena in which they can practice their
creativity, display their wits, and generally
have fun.

audience to cool breezes and an occasional
starry sky.
The rest of the indoor cinemas move to
empty gravel-covered lots, alleys or rooftops
where people are usually seated on sagging
lawn chairs. According to the union of outdoor cinema owners, a survey of tourists
named the open-air cinemas as the number
two tourist attraction in Athens after the
Acropolis.
The atmosphere is appropriately relaxed.
Whole families attend and snack bars serve
soft drinks, beer, crackers and crisps, but no
fresh popcorn. A few op'erate as cinematic
ouzeries where one can sit at little tables and
nibble on mezedes (hors d'oevvrcs) while
sipping an ouzo. At drive-in movies, porno
movies are usually featured and carhops
deliver orders of sandwiches, mini-pizzas and
chilled bottles of wine to those adult viewers
who are reticent to emerge from their vehicles.
Since many theaters are located in the center
of the city, the volume is decreased during the
late showing out of consideration for the
neighbors. One has a choice of viewing a
rather dim picture with adequate sound at the
first screening which starts before dark or a
clearly defined image with a faint soundtrack
during the late showings. Fortunately for
foreign viewers, Greeks, in contrast to the
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On sultry summer nights in Greece, most of
the evening entertainment occurs outdoors,
and movies are no exception. Few indoor
cinemas are air-conditioned. Some are
equipped with a rare innovation; the convertible roof remains closed during the
screenings before sundown, then movable
panels creakily slide apart to expose the

French or Italians, prefer subtitles to dubbing,
so only original language versions are shown.
In any case, open-air cinemas are a relaxing,
quaint form of entertainment. No new releases
are opened during the summer. But there is a
veritable feast of films to choose from including popular fe-releases of the previous season
and weeklong festivals of older classics by
notable directors such as Hitchcock, Bergman
or Fellini plus the inevitable Kung-Fu movies
and slapstick comedies.
Although cinema attendance has dropped
in the past couple of years, the 150 or so indoor
cinemas remaining in the greater Athens area
are still doing respectable business. Thc
admission price is incredibly low, set at an
average of 200 drachmas (US$1.50) or less.
Much of the decrease in attendance must be
attributed to the increased popularity of video
players with an estimated It million in use in
this nation of 9 million and with sales
remaining steady.
Traditionally, domestic fare topped the
popularity list but this has been reversed in
recent years when foreign action adventures
and romances sold the most tickets. The heavy
European influence in Greek cinema made
many of the quality films too "arty" and slowmoving for general audiences who have grown
used to a diet of fast-paced imports, or the
crudely-made buffoonery of some Greek
comedies. Technically speaking, Greek films
show high standards in cinematography and
sounQ..
Greeks often wander into a film in the
middle and eat and talk throughout it. Yet,
lest one think there is no serious audience, a
few art houses in central Athens are doing a
solid business by booking earnest European
imports and a smattering of American independents. Meanwhile, the after-midnight
movie trend has reemerged in Athens in a
few central cinemas which show "B" grade
thrillers, science fiction and horror flicks.
They inspire thc spirited and vociferous
young audiences to shout humorous
commentaries and to create innovative
sound effects.
Only a few Greek low-budget farcical
comedies and a handful of quality films sold
more than 100,000 tickets in recent seasons.
The gulf between commercial movies and
artistic ones has been great. However, the
most popular domestic films of recent years
managed to combine "Greek ness" with welldeveloped scripts that have international
appeal. Poor scenarios have long been the
Achilles' heel in Greek cinema. Some successful recent releases which overcame this weakness are George Katakouzinos' "Angelos," a
tragic homosexual love story; Kostas Ferris'

"Rembetiko," a dramatic musical based on
the life of a "rembetika" (see Rembetika) singer;
Nikos Perakis' "Goldbrick and Camouflage,"
a clever spoof of the shennanigans of the
recruits of a military televi~ion station during
the Junta period; Nikos Vergitsis' "Revanche,"
which imparts the flair of youthful Athenian
society in a taIc of a menage trois; and Tonia
Markatakis' "Price of Love," about a young
woman who defies society in turn-or-thecentury Corf~. .
The Civil War, following World War II, had
been a forbidden topic in Greek cinema until
the election of a socialist government in 1981.
Pandelis Voulgaris' "Stone Years" based on a
true story, focuses on the romance of a couple
who were arrested for their Communist affIliations and were only reunited after 20 years
imprisonment. This film, along with the others
mentioned previously, has been on the foreign
festival circuit and was included in the second
series of the "Seven from Greece program"
which toured the major U.S. cities.
It is painfully obvious that Greek films
cannot even recoup their initial investment
with domestic distribution alone. The Greek
Film Centre, now slate run, contributes up to
50 percent of the films' budgets. In order to
promote international distribution of Greek
films, it has stepped up its festival participation to 35 or 40, including the presligious
Cannes and Berlin Festivals.
The Salonika Film Festival, held each year
in October in the National Theatre, screens all
of the 20 or so quality films made each year.
The notorious third balcony "peanut gallery"
is jammed wi th restless st.udents who arc prone
to clap and stamp their feel while shouting
synchronized slogans if a movie is not appreciated. It can be a grueling experience for a
director. However, those who have not ned
down the back stairs might be surprised by an
enthusiastic ovation at the finish ofthe film. If
you are in Salonika in October, it is worth a
visit.
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NAMEDAYS
"What's in a name?" asked Romeo. He
should have asked a Greek! For here, all sorts
of stories piggyback onto names, if you know
how to read them. Place of origin, for instance:
Theodorakis is clearly Cretan, for a name
ending with akis (meaning "little") bears the
slyly ironic tag of this ferocious people. Any
Yannoglou is sure to have ties to "the City"

(Constantinople), and the common suffix
poulos (meaning "bird," or "child of") points
back to the Peloponnese, as in the case of one
clownish ex-dictator, Papadopoulos, "son of
the priest."
Since 1983, women are obliged to keep their
"maiden" name for life. For legal rna tters, tha t
is. But before the revision of Family Law, a
woman seldom imagined-unless she were
rich or Melina Mercouri-keeping her father'S
surname. Rendered in the possessive case,
female surnames (single and married alike) are
grammatically telling: Mrs. Papadopoulos
really reads "Papadopoulos' Mrs." In mainland Greece, a woman traditionally lost even
her first name at marriage, and was known by
the feminized form of her husband's: Vorgos'
wife became "Yorgina." The symbolism
persists. At weddings, girlfriends of the bride
jokingly write their names on the sole of her
shoe, and explain that she whose name is
"rubbed out" first will marry first.
Names are not matters of fashion (how
many Yuppie.s do you know named Mildred
or Virgil? how many grandes dames named
Tracey?). Vou find the odd "Tzimmi"that Greek-American who made good in
Tuscarawa and came home to retire--and
"Babbi," and (as if "Maria" were not perfectly respectable) "Mary," it's true. And
in eras when neo-c1assical romanticism
rages, hordes of mischievous middle-class
toddlers arc saddled with ponderous names
like Kleanthis, Andromachi, Aristotelis,
Periklis. Even Lord Byron, the English poet
who-though he never saw a battlcfield·--died

a hero of the Greek Revolution, is regularly
reincarnated. But never imagine that naming
is a trivial matter.
A Greek baby is not fully a person when it
is born, but only when it is baptized, and
given a name. Baptism, a ritual more solemn
than marriage, which initiates the child into
the Orthodox community, is celebrated
between forty days and a year after birth.
Until then, thc child is called simply "Baby,"
and if-as was more common in past years of
high infant mortality-it died before someone
-anyone-could baptize it "in the air" by
"making the cross" over it three times and
uttering a name, it would not be buried in the
church graveyard, and its soul was thought to
linger in a shadowy netherworld between hell
and paradise.
Greeks are amazed how Westerners name
lhefr children guided by little more than
fashion and personal whim. They themselves
follow fairly strict rules: the first boy is
named after the father's father, and the first
girl after the father's mother (in mainland
Greece) or the mother's mother (in most of the
Aegean islands). Naming the son after the
father, as Americans do, is thought extremely
unlucky, even vaguely incestuous: a premature usurping of the father's name. But
between grandparents and grandchildren, the
inheritance is not fraught. The grandmother
greets with delighlthe baptism of a child with
her name. While it ritually acknowledges her
individual mortality, it nonetheless assures
family continuity: "the name will be heard. i '
Property, too, may be linked to names. On

many islands, first-born ~a!liope inherits
the house from her mother, Marina, who
inherited it from her mother, Kalliope, and so
on in an infinite alternation of Kalliopes and
Marinas. Likewise, the boy "with the name"
will inherit his grandfather's fields, and he
(and his wife) will be obliged to mourn for
him when he dies.
Certain events can distort this ideal pattern.
A man with many nephews bearing his father's
name will yield to his father-in-law's desire for
a namesake, or a woman trying to conceive
may visit a miraculous icon of a particular
saint and entreat its help by promising to give
the child its name. These do not alter the
Greeks' sense that names connect one to a
long line of ancestors, perpetually reprod ucing
itself. '
If you are Greek, -your name links you
not just to your own blood ancestors but to the
entire Greek (or more accurately, Orthodox)
community. Most Greek names refer to a saint
or some holy quality, hence, "Sofia," the
sacred wisdom. Birthday parties are for kids;
the adult Greek has instead a "nameday,"
the day when the saint, for whom he or she
was named was "born into" the life hereafter, usually through a rather unpleasant
martyrdom. This day is now "celebrated"
by the Orthodox faithful. It's an ingenious
system; everybody knows your nameday,
- sparing you the embarrassment of dropping
hints to your friends when you want somebody to cdebra te with. But there are a few new
twists.
The one who celebrates "treats" the guests.
The guest may bring sweets or flowers or a
bottle of whiskey, but the host provides the
feast. On St. Demetrius Day, everyone with a
friend or relative named Dimitrises or Dimitra
must "remember" him or her (and people
often know many Dimitrises and Dimitras) by
phoning or stopping by, and at the houses of
all these Dimitrises and Dimitras, the evening
is a jolly chaos of doorbells buzzing, phones
ringing and a constant flow of guests slightly
green with the evening's (ifth peppermint
liqueur, proferring formal good wishes, and
absently munching roasted chickpeas.
Mottal namedays blend the formal and the
festive, but for the saint it's a more lavish
affair. Every community has a saint (sometimes several) which specially protects it, and
on that patron saint's feastday, the Orthodox
community celebrates with a panayiri. The
word derives from ancient Greek, referring to
a public assembly (all-pan-those gathered
in the marketplace-agora). Paniyiria of
pagan Greece honored gods and goddesses in
a manner combining worship and pleasure,
spiritual obligation and commercial interest.

From the fourth century onwards, however,
celebrations of the Christian martyrs absorbed the form and many practices of the
pagans, and the panayiri 'with its vast bazaar
became a distinctively Byzantine institution.
Church fa thers then-as now-reviled the
more worldly preoccupations of buyers and
sellers. A Christian writer of the fourth
century warned, "A believer must not go
to a panayiri except to buy a slave, to take
care of life and to buy certain other things
fitting for existence."
Today's panayiri involves the entire community. The saints are honored with prayer
and processions, followed by feasting and
dance into the wee hours. Like its Byzantine
predecessor, many a panayiri resembles a
Balkan country fair. Crammed and haphazard
on a dusty stretch of ground, often a good
mile or two from the village, are parked a
wild assortment 'of carts and caravans. At
its edges, wizened old ladies and amputees
sit cross-legged on shabby rags, beseeching
believers, palms cupped for alms. Next to the
van selling Sprite and cloying ice-cream bars
is a horsecart spread with roasted chickpeas,
peanuts, raisins and sunflower seeds. Wedged,
in between are tables covered with crocheted
doilies and embroidered towels for sale to
the girl preparing her trousseau, and next to ':_
that a table with religious trinkets. Amidst
the crucifixes and "Lives of the Saints"
pamphlets you can find tiny blue pupils cased
in plastic, dangling alongside a silver cross,
amulets against the "evil eye." (See "Evil Eye"
on pages 275-276).
Baptismal names are public and fixed, but
paratsoukIia celebrate the idiosyncracies
of individual lives. Nicknames of a sort,
paratsouklia are an insiders' code. Strangers
and tax collectors aren't supposed to know
them. Rude and ironic, they commemorate
quirks of body and character: Manolis'
brawny virility is wryly recalled in' the
feminized "Manola," Yiorgos' philanderings
in "Pouli" ("Birdie"), Thecifanis' melancholy
in "Katsoufis" ("long-faced"). Men get
paratsouklia from their comrades, women
hardly ever, except by way of men. The man
who worked twenty years in America and
returned to marry is dubbed "Amerikanos,"
and his wife, "Amerikana," though she's
never left Macedonia. Badges of individual
peculiarity, they sometimes stick, and get
passed on to sons and grandsons, until (with
the "real" surname slowly erased from
memory) the shaggy, secret paratsoukli slips
quietly into the bland respectability of an
"official" surname.

I made a song about her, to guard
her well.

ORAL TRADITION
AND POETRY
Poetry matters in Greece, and this is due, in
part, to the fact that for centuries it was sung,
not read. Poetry has always been akind of performance in Greece, a social event. Even today
contemporary poets can fill soccer stadiums
with fans. Until the late 19th century Greek
poetry had little in common with the solitary
quill pen traditions of other Western
European cultures. This may be because oral
poetry was a much more successful way of
preserving Greek national identity during the
many centuries that Greece was under foreign
rule; writing could be censored but no despot
could confiscate songs .. Even in this century
oral transmission, because of its resistance to
censorship~ has been necessary~ Yannis
Ritsos (1909-), one of Greece's best known
poets, was sent to prison along with many
other suspected communists during the civil
war. There he continued to write his poems.
He would bury them in bottles to keep them
from the guards bul the only way he could get
: them to his readers was with the help of freed
'i. prisoners
who, before leaving, learned his
poems by heart and smuggled them out.
The fall of Constantinople (or "the City"
as Greeks commonly call it) paradoxically
enough marks both the beginning of Turkish
domination and of Modern Greek poetry. It is
at this point that versions of folk songs still
sung today were first recorded or referred to
in literary texts. The stock fonnula "I come
from the City," although 'obviously about the
fall is also found in modern folk songs, and
the well-loved 16th-century Cretan romance,
Erot6kritos incorporated many verses from
folk songs, verses that are still familiar to
Greeks today. Since oral transmission is an
inhere'ntly creative process, phrases are not
expected to resemble their antecedents word
for word; the old phrases serve merely as a
structure on which to base new variations.
While not all critics believe in a continuous
poetic tradition dating back to Homer, most
agree that a certain continuity can be traced
from the 15th century.
Until the War ofIndependence in 1821 and
the founding of the Greek State, song and
poetry were inseparably linked, whether composed on paper or passed down orally from
generation to generation. In fact writing and
singing were often equated:
I don't know how to read or write
but so I wouldn't forget her'

But with the emancipation from the Turks
national identity was no longer a clandestine
matter. Oral transmission formerly the ollly
transmission possible now was seen as
llnreliable. Writing-more fixed and more
permanent-became the preferred means for
spreading nationalist ideology. The folk song
was a stepping stone for poets but not an
adequate means of expression in itself. It
wasn't reliable enough. The following couplet
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recorded more than a hundred years after the
passage above, suggests a different relation
to writing. The bard is now aware of how
writing's pennanence makes it the more enviable skill:
I'd like to be a poet and to know
how to writethen on paper, heroes, I'd fix your
deathly plight.
One of the first proponents of a National
Greek Literature was ,the poet Dhionisios

Solom6s (1798-1857) from the Ionian
Islands. In a leuer to a friend he expressed his
interest in klephtic folk songs but also stressed
that the poet's task was different:
Klephtic poetry is fine and interesting as an
ingenuous manifestation by the Klephts of
their lives, thoughts and feelings. It docs not
have the same interest on our lips; the
nation requires from us the treasure of our
individual intelligence clothed in national
forms.
As a matter of fact Solomos' "Hymn to
Freedom" has become the Greek national
anthem. Nationalist poets such as Solomos
may have criticized the ingenuousness of the
oral tradition bUl their poems always aspired
to song. Perhaps a similar tendency in British
poetry explains Rudyard Kipling's choice to
translate Solom6s' hymn:
We know thee of old,
Oh, divinely restored,
By the light of thine eyes
And the light of thy Sword.
From the graves of our lain
Shall thy valour prevail
As we greet thee againHail, Liberty! Hail!
Along with educators who struggled over
which Greek to teach, the demotic or the
purist hybrid of ancient and modern called
katharevousa (see Language), pocts were also
fervently debating language. Their indebtedness to the oral tradition and their romal'\tic
organicism made them favor demotic Greek
ovcr the more synthetic kathad;vousa. Written
poetry was not viewed as particularly different
from sung poetry; it was just one step further
in the natural development of a Greek National
Literature. Kostis Palamas (1859-1943)
sets up the homeless gypsy as the modern
Greek hero who blasphemes tyranny in all
forms, not only the Turk bl,lt also the supremacy of Ancient Hellas and those who wanted
to reinstate her using katharevousa. He wrote:
I fear no Turk.
Slavery cannot strike me down
Nor can your Hellas dazzle me.
No outworn creed or cult
Can drug me with its incense.
If] discover a papyrus, 1 burn it
to make heat or light.
Unconcerned I watch it kindle
In whatever mouldcring ruin it may be,
Palace, abbey, school or temple ...

It would be too simple even in as brief an
overview as this to suggest that Greek poetry
in the 19th and 20th centuries was all lyricism
and nationalism. Over in Alexandria Greece's
greates( moaern poet, Constantine CavafYt
(1863-1933) was doing something totally different. His poetry emphasized writing over
song. His poetry seemed to suggest that the
human intimacy associated with the oral tradition was no longer possible. His historical
frame was neither the glories of classical
Greece nor the emancipation from the Turks
but rather the slow decay ofthe pre-Christian
and Christian eras. He invoked the pathos of
deterioration, and repeatedly poetry was the
only solace. Written language had the power
to construct something material out of what
was being lost. Writing for Cavafy was not just
a more duntble substitute for singing as it was
for Solomos and Palamas but a radically
different means of expression. The poem took
the place ofwhat was missing. It could even fill
the geographical space left by the destruction
of a city. This preoccupation is illustrated in
his poem "The God abandons Antony";

When suddenly at midnight you hear
an invisible procession going by
with exquisite music, voices,
don't mourn your luck that's
failing you now,
work gone wrong, your plans
all proving deceptive--don't
mourn them uselessly:
as one long prepared, and full of courage,
say goodbye to her, the
Alexandria that is leaving,
Above all, don't fool yourself, don't say
it was a dream, your ears deceived you
don't degrade yourself with empty hopes
like these.
As one long prepared, and full of courage,
as is right for you who were given this kind
of city,
go firmly to the window
and listen with deep emotion;
but not with the whining, the pleas of
a coward;
listen-your final pleasure-to the voices,
to the exquisite music of that
strange procession;
and say goodbye to her, to the
Alexandria you are losing.
Even in his love poems there is the sense
that by writing the poem becomes a physical
replacement for the absent loved ones.
Try to keep them poet,
those erotic visions of yours,

however few of them there are that can
be stilled.
Put them, half-hidden, in your lines.
Try to hold them, poet,
when they come alive in your mind
at night or in the noonday brightness.
In Cavafy's poetry memory and experience
merge in a distinctly written formulation.
Although the literary establishment to this
day promotes poetry that is more indebted to
the oral tradition, to the supremacy and intimacy of the voice, an alternative canon
might be traced back to Cavafy's more textual
verse. This alternative canon would be more
concerned with writing as the recognition of a
loss, than writing as the preserver of a glorious
past. Outside of Greece Cavafy is certainly
Greece's only well-known exponent of this less
lyrical style. But inside Greece there are many
poets whose poetry problematizes language
and prioritizes writing over singing (for example the poetry of Kostas Karyotakis and

some of the surrealist poets like Andreas
Embirikos and Nikos Engonopoulos). Yet
since the lyrical half of Greek poetry is more
readily available in translation I will concentrate on that and only intermittently
refer to the less well-known poetry.
Continuing in the wake of Solomos and
Palamas comes another nationalist poet,
Angelos Sikelian6s (1884-1951). But in
Sikelianos' poetry "being Greek" has become
less of the collective project it was in Palamas'
poetry and more a matter of personal identity.

The delphic priestess with her wild, windswept words is the inspiration for the incantatory verse of this modern poet who lived in
Delphi. In his poem "First Rain" he writes:
I became a lyre caressed
by the breath's profusion.
Sweetness filled my palate;
and as our eyes mel again
all my blood sang out.
Women pocts at the turn of the century
were also very active defining their particular
subjectivity, a doubly difficult task since
society and their fellow poets constantly set
them up as the object, not the subject, of desire
or admiration, Maria Polidouri (1902-1930)
in her poem "To a Bouquet of Roses" expresses
this tension:
If I am the buttertly
you are la'eking, open between my lips
the passage, the half-closed heart

that belongs to you.
Or if you wish, I'll rape
your blossoming secret,
with a passion unknown to your generation
the admiration which keeps you young ...
My breath, your inspiration,
I do not know which wilted your petals ...
which extinguished the light in my eyes.
She cannot speak for the new emerging nation.
As the female persona she is the butterfly, the
image of emancipation which the male poets
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have already appropriated. Instead she takes
her positionlessness as the topic and substance
of her poem. Like Cavafy and other poets of
the alternative canon I suggested above,
Polidouri is interested in how the written text
differs from a song. The grammatical confusion between the I and the You in this poem is
only possible in writing.
Very much a part of the established canon
and probably best known of all the modern
Greek poets are the two nobel prize winners
George Seferis (1900-1971) and Odysseus
Blyds (1911-), Although their poetry is certainly not devoid of questions about writing
both these poets of the generation ofthe thirties
draw heavily on the oral tradition. Rather than
comprising a Greek avant garde themselves
these poets were just extremely adept at incorporating the techniques of other European
modernisms. Seferis introduced Greece to the
modernism of T.S. Eliot with its reliance on
myth while Elytis imported the other extreme
of modernism. French surrealism. And perhaps
it is telling that their poetry gained popularity
by the oldest trick in the book, oral transmission, through the ingenious scores Of the
'composer Mikis Thcodorakis (see Theodorakis
etc.). Often in the most out of-the-way places
you will hear people singing Seferis' "On the
secret seashore/white like a dove/we grew
thirsty at noon: /but the water was brackish. "or Ely tis' "A solitary swallow and a
costly spring,jFor the sun to turn it takes ajob
of work, .. " Some of the poets' phrases may
llot be as familiar as the old and oral formulas
from laments and wedding songs. but in the
context of modernization their words arc
somehow necessary; they provide a choral
response to experiences that are outside the
vocabulary of traditional folk songs. As part
orhis Mythhistorema (both a history through
myth and a myth through history) Seferis
constructs a modern mythology where nature
is no longer authentic. In his catalog of the
Greek landscape naturc is mechanically
reproduced like everything else:
Three rocks, few burnt pines, a
solitary chapel
and farther above
the same landscape repeated starts again:
three rocks in the shape of a
gate-way, rusted,
a few burnt pines, black and yellow,
and a square hut buried in whitewash;
and still farther above, many times over,
the same landscape recurs level after level
to the horizon, to the twilight sky.
Here we moored the ship to splice the
broken oars.

to-drink water and to sleep.
The sea that embittered us is deep
and unexplored
and unfolds a boundless calm.
Here among the pebbles we found a coin
and threw dice for it.
The youngest won it and disappeared.
We set out again with our broken oars.
For Seferis' argonauts myth and history
have a message but for Ely tis' speaker myth
and history have turned into something more
like dream:
In petticoats of April first and cicadas of
the feast of mid-August
Tell me, that which play~, that which rages,
that which can entice
Shaking out of threats their evil
black darkness
Spilling in the sun's embrace
intoxicating birds
Tell me, that which opens its wings on the
breast of things
On the breast of our deepest dreams, is
that the mad pomegranate tree?
As it was with the folk song the bard in Seferis'
and Ely tis' poetry speaks for the community.
Their poetry is meant to be read in the context of this longer oral tradition.
The various fragments of poems in this
introduction, whether read as parts of a continuous tradition or as disruptive alternatives,
are all here to entice the reader to read further .
By framing Greek poetry in the context of the
oral tradition I have not meant to trap it there;
a strong oral tradition has certainly contributed to poetry's popularity in Greece but
exclusive emphasis upon it has also helped to
draw attention away from the more textual
tradition in Greek poetry. If there were more
space the contemporary poetry scene would
also be worthy of attention, and would certainly present another angle on these issues
of orality and literacy. The generation of
the seventies in particular are indebted to
Cavafy's alternative poetics. In conclusion let
liS return to Yannis Ritsos whose poetry over
the past fifty years has perhaps most dramatically registered this tension between the sung
and written text. On the eve of his emergence
From the concentration camp on Levros in 1968,
Ritsos tried to imagine a new kind of poetry, a
regenerative poetry, which would be less concerned with recapturing the past and more
concerned with constructing a future. His
poem "Return" anticipates the fall of the
Dictatorship and without being prescriptive,
the ensuing poetic activity of the Seventies
and Eighties:

The statues left first. A little later
the trees, people animals. The land became
entirely desert. The wind blew.
Newspapers and thorns circled in
the streets.
At dusk the lights went on by themselves.
A man came back alone, looked
around him,
took out his key, stuck it in the ground
as though entrusting it to an
underground hand
or as though planting a tree. Then
he climbed
the marble stairs and gazed down at
the city.
Cautiously, one by one, the
statues returned.
[The author is indebTed to Rodrick Beatol/'s
Folk Poetry of Modern Greece, 10 Margaret
Alexiou's The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition and 10 tile {rallslations of George Thomson,
Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard.}

PERIPTERA
Although they may appear limited by their
diminutive structures kiosks arc really multipurpose powerhouses. Besides filling the
obvious function of newsagent/candystore
they may double !\!i mini amusement parks
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(with kiddie rides), sporting goods stores
(including sleeping bags on occasion), ironmongers, locksmiths, and for cllstomers with
problems the proprietor may dispense psychiatric or medical advice. Running a kiosk is
like directing an orchestra--one eye on the
telephone meter, one hand giving change and
one ear tuned to the voice of a friend who has
stopped around the back for a chat. How do
kiosk owners cope?
The view from inside a kiosk, or peripfer(f as
it is called in Greek, is tight, complex and most
resembles the cockpit of a DC-9. Down low
are a series of tiny drawers in which are
sequestered various sewing needles, thread,
zippers, anti-biotics and usually a supply of
condoms; shelved up higher are sweets and the
rainbow array of cigarettes, while still higher
are assorted shampoos, washing powder and
worrybeads. Items of value, pocket calculators, watches, gold cigarette lighters and the
like are displayed in little show windows. In
the center sits the peripteras, the proprietor,
jammed into two square feet of space yet
firmly in control of the till responding to the
images as they appear on the screen-that
small opening to the front where customers
pronounce their orders.
It is not unusual for a periptera to work
shifts oftwclve hours in conditions which vary
from furnace-like in summer to chill and damp
in winter (when most cramp their already tiny
space with electric fires or some form of healing). Yet they remain a generally goodhumored lot eager to oblige the lost foreigner
with directions or even the recommendation or
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a good local taverna.
The kiosks started as gifts from the government to wounded veterans of the Balkan and
First World Wars. Many will remark the similarity between the architecture of kiosks and
that of military guardposts such as those used
by the honor guard in front of the Parliament
on Syntagma Square. In a symbolic way the
periptera are also guard houses where old
soldiers prolong their duty, emerging from the
military into the commercial sector, watching
over and serving the community. Happily they
are no longer under attack although thieves do
occasionally jimmy their locks in the night.
In Greece everyone wants to run their own
business and the more than three thousand
perlplera in Athens alone obviously make this
a possibility. Kiosks are almost all family-run
and one cannot help noticing the children or
grandchildren of the proprietors stopping by
for a sweet on the way home from school. or
in summer the whole family sitting around a
seafront peripfel"ll eating watermelon which
they may offer to share with customers.
Kiosks have a personality, and a charm which
is part of Greek commerce generally; everything is personal. If a kiosk owner finds that
you know a few words of Greek it may take a
bit longer to conclude your purchase. They
will want to know where you are from.
With only a quarter of the population of
England, Greece has nearly the same number
of retail shops. Partly this is the reflection of
a society which subdivides itself sharply into
family and kindred groups, each of which
seeks to own a shop, a magazi. The idea of
working for a stranger is odio,us; in fact, the
word for "employee" in Greek literally means
"someone beneath another." Consequently,
instead of expanding and enlarging, busitend to remain relatively small in size
new businesses are opened to accommodate an expanding market. This swollen
number of retail shops cause Greece to have
the highest mark-up price in the Common
Market. Thus the profusion of kiosks
throughout Greece is more than just a peculiarity Of a coincidence; it is it part of a whole
economic mentality-the peripfera men talibasis of which may be summed up in
slogan, "One family, one business."

QUEUEING
Americans call it "standing in line." Born of
American "straight" dealing, it falls positively

flat next to the elegant British verb. "to
queue," from the Latin cauda, for "tail."
American "lines" exude a democratic egalitarianism, British "queues" fair play mixed
with social distance. But both reveaJ a belief in
rationality and order in the ways of the world.
The Greek version is something else altogether. Can you really call it a "queue?"
Waiting at a bus stop in Academias in central
Athens, you can just make out a semblance of
linearity among the
if only because the
metal rails installed for
purpose nudge
them into orderliness. Once the bus appears,
however, the pretense collapses, and a chaos
of anx.iously pressing bodies pushes relentlessly through the doorway. Some Athenians
say it's just life in a city bursting its seamstoo many passengers squeezing into too few
buses. That's indisputable. But you see the
same anxious crowding on airport runways
where--clu tching a boarding pass with a guaranteed seat number-passengers trip all over
each other to board the plane.
A different body language is no doubt part
of the explanation. Greeks are comfortable
with their bodies, and they touch each other
constantly-in handshakes and kisses of
greeting, in the loving pinch to a baby, in the
slap on the arm to a comrade-in ways the
"colder" northerners touch only their intimates. So, you may discern no hostility in the
face of that old lady whose sharp finger jabs
inlo your back and propels you forward onto
the bus. But its blankness can be just as
annoying. Because when you're a foreigner,
:",ith a different sense of your persona! space,
It'S easy to feel you're being treated like just a
bulky obstacle in the path of somebody else's
seat.
This impersonality has a logic though. It's
the inverse of the much-vaunted "personalism" of the Greeks, but not its opposite.
Unlike ourselves, Greeks don't imagine they
live in a rational universe where an things
come to those who wait. There's no place here
for the Anglo-Saxon concept of "fairness."
For Greeks, the universe is arbitrary and unpredictable-and tha t goes for God, the Turks
and the Greek bureaucracy. Life is a struggle.
The goodies are few and the claimants many.
You've got to push forward or you're lost. For
centuries, the little guys have survived through
personal ties to the landowner, the grocer, the
banker, and by making friends with more
powerful men who had "means" (mesa)
enough to "help," or who, in turn, had even
more powerful "friends." Perhaps these
chains of influence linking the peasant farmer
to the highest ranks in the centers of power are
the nearest thing to an indigenous queue!

REMBETIKA
Q: What is rembetika? Maybe when the old
rembetika composer Rovertakis said, "Rembetika songs were written/or people who sing
rembetika by people who sing rembetika ....
The rembetis is a man who had sorrow and
threw it out," he was suggesting that these
were private songs that belonged to a particular group of people at a particular historical
moment? Could you tell us something about
the political/historical environment that originally brought about rembetika? How is its
early history linked to the 1922 Asia Minor

disaster?
A: The rembetika is the most original kind of
song to have appeared in Greece over the last
hundred years. A few examples of the type
were already known throughout Greece by as
early as 1930, and in the next 15 years these
songs became morc and more popular,
without, however, managing to secure a
following among thc more well-to-do classes.
They received their first recognition from
respectable criticism in the '50s. Unfortunately
we do not know either when or where or
amongst whom they originated. Was it in
1850, in 1880, or in 19JO? In Smyrna. in Syros,
or in Piraeus? Among underworld characters
living from hand to mouth by various petty

illegalities on the margins of society, or among
the deprived and impoverished urban dwellers? The destruction of Smyrna in ] 922 certainly increased the production of rembetika
and speeded up the processes that led to the
development of their singular quality.
Q: Do you think that in contrast to the rural
folk song which is often a communal expression of a common sorrow or joy. these
urban folk songs are an expression of a more
alienated individual?
A: The words of the rembetika certainly
express more specialized and individualized
feelings than do the demotic or rural folk
songs. They also differ to some extent from the
demotic songs in their vocabulary and metri-

cal structure, borrowing new elements from
the lyrics of the light songs popular in the
period between the wars, but using the phraseology in a different way, transforming it from
the sugary and insipid into something serious
and often tragic.
Q: When and why did rembefika come back
into fashion? What made it possible for a
larger audience to appreciate this music?
A: Rembelika never completely lost its
public. It is simply that in the '60s this public
was not to be found so much in the workingclass districts of the towns, where most of the
population had succumbed to the craze for
"light-popular" songs and "smooth" rembe-
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tika, but among the students and intellectuals.
It was these intellectuals who initiated the
rest of the middle class into the world of
rembeJika, which it had previously despised.
Thus rembetika finally addressed itself to
everyone, because it brought back a nostalgic and picturesque past, poverty-stricken
perhaps, but in a way more carefree and
certainly more genuine than the alienated
present.

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
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Q; Do you think there's any use in comparing
rembetika with the American Blues?
A: The conditions that gave birth respectively
to the rembetika and the blues are completely
different, and the vast geographical distance
separating Greece from the United States rules
out any mutual influence. The occasional similarities one meets in the verses are entirely
accidental.
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(For good places to listen to live remMtika
see the Guide-in-Brief).

SHADOW PUPPET
THEATER

Q: What was the role of the rembetissa, the
woman who sang with these underworld
characters?
A: Woman, as mother, daughter, lover, is the
central figure in the verses of the rembetika.
But the title of rembetissa is appropriate only
to the woman who follows the shiftless life of
the rembetis. And she follows him because she
has a good voice and wants to be someone, to
make a name for herself. She in her turn
inspires the men who surround her and, above
all liberates herself, becoming the original of
the independent woman in Greek society.

Q: Could you tell us something about the two
most important rembetika instruments, the
bouzouki and the bag]ama?

I

Authentic Songs Recorded in Smyrna
and Constantinople before 1922.
ACBA 1402 (1982)
Greek Oriental Smyrnaic-Rebetic
Songs and Dances. Folklyric Records
9033 (c.1983)
Greek Popular Songs in America.
Falirea Bros. 22-23 (1984)
Grece. Hommage aTsitsimis. Bouzouki Ocora. 558.632 (1984)
Gnke. La tradition du ·Rebetiko.
Ocora 558648 (1984)

A~They are very ancient instruments, used by
thc\ Assyrians, the Egyptians and the ancient
Gr~ks. The Greeks never ceased to usc them,
but Ifrom time to time simply modified them
and changed their names. Thus the ancient
pandoura or pandouris, the Byzantine
thamboura and the post-Byzantine mmbouras do not correspond exactly to the
moden'l bouzouki, but they certainly belong to
the same family. It is not known when the
word "bouzouki" came into Greece from the
Lebanon, but it is to be found in certain
demotic songs.
Q: For the newcomer barned by all the
available cassettes and records of r.embetika
what do you recommend as a first purchase?
A: Some good records for a first taste of
rembetika are:

Shadow puppet theater, whose protagonist
in the Greek version is Kar,!ghiozis. was first
recorded in Java, China and India from where
it spread to Turkey and then to Greece. Karaghiozis takes his name from his prominent
black pupil or "karagoz" (black eye in
Turkish). He is a short balding hunchback
with an enonnous arm that he uses to club
others over the head. He is a poverty-stricken,
uneducated Everyman dressed in ragged
clothing and usually barefoot.
Yet Karaghiozis is comical rather than
pathetic. He is insatiably hungry, constantly
preoccupied with finding food for himself and
his family. He survives by his cunning and as
need arises, impersonates prominent characters and professionals. These ruses provide
only temporary solutions to his problems and
eventually he is caught and often beaten and
thrown in jail. Although he frequently moans
"Ach manoula mou, ti epatha?" (HOh Mom,
what happened?"), he always reappears
undaunted in the next episode.
The Karaghiozis stage has a screen of any
fine white material stretched across a frame.
The figures which are designed by the player,
are made of painted leather and synthetic
material. They are flat, clean-cut silhouettes
held against the screen by the operator and
manipulated by horizontal rods with a hinge
to facilitate change of direction. A light source.
from behind, originally oil lamps but now
usually electric bulbs, shines through the
transparent material of the figures to make
them look like stained glass.
The most popular legend about the origin of
Karaghiozis identifies him as a blacksmith in
Turkey during the reign of Sultan Orhan
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(1326-1359). While working on a mosque in
Bursa, he and his friend, the mason Hadjiavat,
had such humorous exchanges that all construction ceased as their co-workers listened.
The enraged Sultan had them hanged but later
was remorseful and missed them. To console
him, one of his subjects manipulated likenesses of the two dead men on a screen and
Karaghiozis theater was born.
The early plays were passed along orally
and the puppeteers memorized them but
added their own improvisations or crealed
new scripts. Many players adapt classical plots
to include comments on politics and to satirize
local personalities and events.
Although the Karaghiozis player has assistants, he is still a one-man wonder wi th an endless array of intonations to suit all roles of

the air. More subtly, repetition is used in
gesture, movement and speech to parody
character types such as the pompous dandy
Morfonios from the Ionian Islands. Disguise
and concealment are common; Karaghiozis
masquerades as a bride which shocks the
hapless bridegroom as he lifts the veiL Oddity
of physical appearance and behavior is
exaggerated.
A typical story is "Days and Tricks of Karaghiozis" written and performed by Frixos
Gazepides, a spry septuagenarian who became
infatuated with the shadow theater as a young
boy. Popular figures of Karag11iozis who arc
included in this vignette are Aghlaia. Kara·
ghiozis' nagging wife~ Hadjiavatis, a welleducated, restrained philosopher who is
Karaghiozis' best friend; Barbayiorgos (Uncle

both sexes. He is judged by his mastery of
n:imicry of regional dialects and speech
defects such as stuttering. Energy and skill are
needed to coordinate the actions of the figures
with the speech. Besides all this, in many performances the player recites poetry, sings and
plays an instrument such as the guitar for the
musical themes often associated with particular characters.
Above all, Karaghiozis is a theater of
laughter. At the most basic level, this is
achieved through crude jokes and slapstick;
Karaghiozis and his three mischievous
children are chased by a foe which results in
furniture and bodies being catapulted through

George), a tall rough-mannered shepherd
from the mountains of RUmeli. Mr. Skordalias (Mr. Garlic Dip), a wealthy merchant
from Nauplia who is an uncle of Aghlaia, is
a creation of Gazepides.
.
"Days and Tricks of Karaghiozis" involves
Karaghiozis in a usual money-making scheme'
that backfires. Mr. Skordalias is preparing to
leave for Switzerland for treatment of his
extreme near-sightedness. Hadjiavatis meets
him and tells him that Karaghiozis died that
morning and left without a drachma. Aghlaia
is naturally distraught: Skordalias believes
him and goes to the house to pay his last respects.

!--He stoops to kiss the prone body but due to
his myopia, kisses the backside rather than the
face. The odor emanating convinces him that
Karaghiozis is dead and he rushes to the bank
to withdraw a large sum of money. He encounters Barbayiorgos on the way who has often
been the victim of Karaghiozis' pranks and is
skeptical about the news. They both go to
Karaghiozis' house to investigate. Instead of
finding the dead body and grieving widow,
they witness the whole family prematurely
celebrating their new wealth by eating,
drinking and dancing. The play ends witli
Karaghiozis getting his inevitable thrashing
from the angry Barbayorgios. As he lies
bruised on the floor he proclaims, "I couldn't
die before because I was hungry; but I would
die happily now, because for once, I am full."
Before World War II, Mollas, a famous
puppet-master commented, "A monster has
come to us from America." He was referring
to the cinema which had a technical sophistication that captured the general audience
which had been attending the shadow theater
performances (see Movies). With the emergence of television in Greece in the 1960s, the
shadow pJays which were once the entertainment highlight of many a neighborhood,
seemed to many old fashioned and naive.
Less than ten older Karaghiozis players
perform now in Greece with no young
apprentices being recruited. Just one summer
theater and a weekly television program are
regularly devoted to shadow theater. Yet, it
was apparent while watching an enthusiastic
audience of all ages and nationali ties during a
recent request performance of Gazepides, that
this folk art has not lost its universal appeaL
The cast of characters reflects the divergence
of influences still evident in Greece today.
Karaghiozis himself is the embodiment of the
innate spirit of the Greek nation. He survives
all adversity and starts every new adventure
with renewed optimism and energy.

Karagbiozis Players in Athens
Yiorgos Haridimos
Shadow Theatre Haridimos, Lysikratos
Square, Plaka, Athens. Tel: 322-4845.
Open from end of May through October.
Performance 9 p.m. Closed on Monday.
Frixos Gazepides
Kyparissias 9, Aegaleo, Athens, Greece.
Tel: 590-5257
Thanassis Spyropoulos Tel: 262-9046

THEODORAKIS ETC.
Q: Can you describe what was happening in
music during the 1967-1974 military junta?
A: Certain songs which in the ordinary way
would have circulated freely went underground, while there was a general increase in
the number of songs with hinted messages
against the dictators; in' fact, a kind of
resistance activity and democratic communication went on through the medium of
songs.

Q: Why do you think Theodorakis and the
ballad writers of the Neo Kyma had enough
success during the '60s to ensure Greece a
popular music unchallenged by disco and
other Anglo- American imports?
A: The '60s was a time of political unrest and
saw the suppression of democratic institutions. Since thc words 'Greece' and 'Democracy' are inseparably linked, a tyrannical
regime must always be foreign to Greece. In
times of slavery all peoples go back to their
roots, from which they derive the strength to
survive as peoples. Nevertheless, this does not
mean that the Greeks turned their backs on
music from abroad during this period.

Q: Could you dcscribe some of the differences
between the calculated compositions ofTheodorakis, Hadjidakis and the other Greek
composers who have studied abroad and the
more spontaneous rembetika and folk musics.
Do they appeal to the same audiences?
A: In certain of their songs (especially those
written for the cinema) Theodorakis and
Hadjidakis faithfully follow the spirit of the
rembetika. But in their genuinely important
songs they express themselves more personally, and in these one seldom finds striking
similarities with the rembetika, even when
these songs have a bouzouki accompaniment.
The public, of course, has its preferences,
but it is not uncommon for the admirers
of modern Greek 'composer' songs to like
rembetika too.

Q: Even if Greek popular music is not at all
like classical, rock, disco or punk, could you
still say that it is more influenced by the West
,than by the East?

Vangos Tel: 490-0109
A: What is noteworthy in Theodorakis and
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Hadjidakis, as in quite a number of their
successors, js how well they blend the frequently contradictory western ,and eastern
(Greco-Byzantine) compositional processes.
However, I am not prepared to say which
source influences them most. In this matter I
think that each composer chooses his own
path.

Q: Can you talk a little about the collaboration that goes on between Greece's
contemporary composers and poets?
A: I don't think we can talk about "collab-

oration" between composers and poets. The
composers usually open anthologies of poetry
and set those poems which they like, as they
like; in fact they often choose to set the work
of poets who are no longer alive, such as
Solomos, -Kalvos, Sikelianos and Kavadias.
Q: Wherc do you think Greck music is going?
A: In the days before 1945, whcn the Greeks
were writing waltzes and tan goes, could anyone have foreseen that in a few years Theodorakis and Hadjidakis would open a new
epoch in the history of Greek song? I think
not. Therefore 1 prefer to leave tbis question
unanswered.

UNFINISHED
BUILDINGS
There arc many jokes about Greek bureaucracy and endless red tape. It's a well known
fact that in the Greek civil service there arc five
people to everyone job. Although this diminishes unemployment it has its side effects as
wel1: it often takes five times longer to do
anything whether it's going through customs,
paying road tax, changing money or registering for schooL
For many outsiders it is unfathomable that
such simple tasks could take so long. But you
have only to take into consideration such
practices as Iwrtbsima (the tax stamps) to
realize that efficiency is not one of the main
objectives. By law you are required to affix
these tax stamps to most official documents
but, for some reason, state offices rarely have
their own stock. So, in the middle of filing an
application you must run down to the nearest
kiosk (see Periplera) to buy some. Then after
climbing four flights of stairs or surviving the'
ancient elevator crammed with people and
coffee trays (see Coffee) you arrive only to find

that the coffee you so charitably balanced on
your shoulder in the elevator on the way up
was mea.nt for the very civil servant who had
been serving you and would therefore hold
you up another half an hour. After his coffee
break you find out that you also need three
copies of one page and a photograph of yourself taken by a particular photographer on the
other side of town and so the story goes.
One of the main symptoms of this bureaucracy, or graphiokralia as the Greeks call it, is
the multitude of unfinished buildings that dot
the Greek cityscape. If paying road tax takes
a day just think how long a building project
could take. It is impossible to forsee the many
setbacks. Not only do the zoning laws change
with every new government but cultural expectations shift as well. Ten years ago most
parents felt it was their obligation to build
their daughters houses as part of their dowry
even if it was beyond their means. Now,
though a young woman may receive an education rather than a house as "dowry," many of
these building projects persist, gaining a wall
or floor every summer, and, if the house is
being built in a strictly zoned area, only at
night. This is due to the peculiar law that
zoning orders can only be enforced if the
offender is caught in the act. Whole floors and
extensions and fences go up in the dark. But
in all this shady business one law holds:
covering over the iron supporting rods and
putting on the roof come last, if ever. As long
asa few iron supports stick out no taxis levied.
This, of course, is the main reason there are s~'
many unfinished buildings in Greece.

VENDETTA
Unlike brigandage, which was common
throughout Greece, the vendetta tradition was
found in only a few regions, where large
families, a passionate sensitivity to personal
honor and a love for fighting farmed an
unholy trinity. Epirus was one such feudridden region, but the heartland of the Greek
vendetta was the Mani.
William Leake, visiting the Mani village
of Vathia in 1805, decided not to spend the
night there after learning that a feud had been
raging for the past forty years, "in which time
they reckon that about a hundred men have
been killed."
Some observers, debunking the vendetta
"myth" claimed that reports of casualties had
been much exaggerated and that there was

more shooting than bloodshed. But the 18thcentury casebooks of Dr. Papadakis, a Maniot
surgeon with a flourishing practice, present a
ditTerent picture-of heads crushed by rocks,
bullet-ridden limbs, stiletto and sword wounds
commonplace. " ... And one hunts another,
and another yet someone else/And neighbour
on neighbour, koumbaros(god-parent) on
koumbaros/And brother looks on brother
like Charon."
But the turbulent Mani described in that
poem has subsided into a desolate silence. The
main road built since the war transformed the
old
Now the last signs of the vendetta
visible
the traveler are the gaunt
stone towers in every village from which
clans only a century ago attempted to exterminate one another.

WOMEN
Sit in a public place in Greece and the
world-men, women and children-will pass
you by. But watch more closely and you may
begin to feel that this is not the women's
world, They pass across this public stage
bearing the signs of their errands-a tray of
food for the baker's oven, or swollen shiny
plastic bags of shopping, or with one or two
well-dressed children in tow. Enter stage right,
exit
left. Their real drama is elsewhere.
Even
who pause to chat lack the lordly
co,nfj,del1ce of the men whose every gesture
their certainty that they are running
the show.
So where is the women's world? Are they
kept in the wings, handing out the
and
shifting furniture? Or are they
in another arena'? One where the crowds arc
not '1;0 big, perhaps, but where the rewards
are enough to Jive on?
What it means to be a woman in Greece
depends very much on which woman. Where
does she live, is she married, how old is she,
how well off is she? Above all, what choices
can she make? Clearly the life choices for
a woman of eighty have been very different
from those confronted by her granddaughter.
But different in which ways; and are there,
along with new choices, new constraints?
The lite-slyle of old: The old woman of eighty
or ninety, who spends the winter months
curled on the,corner of a striped divan near
the stove and emerges in the summer to sit
on a stool on balcony or doorstep, carries
memories of a life punctuated by war and

political turbulence. As she dandles her grandchildren and great-grandchildren she is certain
that the one thread that runs through all
external events is family, But while she has
a powerful sense of continuity, which, no
doubt, she tries to instil into the generations
that follow after, she lives in a world where
the very substance of life has been transformed. If, as is likely, she started life in a
small viJlage (the cities and major towns all
expanded during the course of this century),
she will have seen the peasant's daily aghima
(struggle) in the fields transmuted into something more like a regular day's work. Women's
labor in the fields is still a very significant
part of the Greek economy (and it is, in the
'80s, beginning to be recognized by the formation of farming-women's organizations with
the encouragement of the PASOK government). But it is unlikely to be the intensively
heavy work which broke down the health of
women in the early part of the century and,
very often endangered their babies too, The
coming of the "lrakll!f," the pride of the
farming man, bedizened with necklaces like a
favorite horse. has freed women's bodies for
lighter labor,
Today's great-grandmother sees younger
women able to spend more time in or near
the house. In the traditional view a woman
without a house is as incomplete as a house
without a woman. Within the broader horizons of the modern woman a house may seem
a paltry kingdom to inherit, especially if it
is one box in a concrete block. But until the
present day the link between the woman and
the house has been a constant, varying according to economic 'and ideological constraints,
Those wealthy merchants' houses of the 18th
and 19th centuries which can still be seen
in towns such as Kastoria and Siatista, were
decorated inside with a painted profusion
of flowers, fruit and friezes of wide rolling
countryside. They were gilded cages for the
women whose lives were passed within them.
It is commonplace that political repression
is often replicated in relations between the
sexes, While Greece was under Turkish ruleand in northern areas this period extended
until 1912, well within living memory-Turks
restricted Greeks and Greek men restricted
Greek women, Christians and Muslims competed for the modesty of their women, that
area of social relations which is so often the
most immediately available source of insult
between alienated communities, Notable
incidents of Turkish oppression took the form
of acts against women (many a female saint
owed her martyrdom to a pasha whose attentions she resisted); but the constraints of
modesty imposed on women were not simply

measures to protect them against tyranny.
Women represented, and still in many ways
represent, the vulnerable interior of the
family. Men's honor is at stake defending it.
The oldest women today often fret at the
immodest dress of young women, tapping
their wrists with the side of a hand to show
where sleeves should end and drawing a line
halfway down their chests to show how far
the excesses extend. C10thes are certainly
strongly symbolic in Greece (of youth or
age, social conformity or eccentricity, joy
or mourning) but maybe in their reading
of the messages of dress, the critics in the
older generation disregard the less visible
constraints which still have force for many
young women-particularly the fact that an
unmarried woman is, theoretically, answerable to her father if there is anything about
her comportment of which he disapproves.
A woman's relationship to her house, to
its physical fabric, affects her whole life.
In many areas of Greece (broadly speaking,
the south and the islands) there has traditionally been the expectation that the family
of a woman who is about to be married will
provide a house as well as some furniture
and other goods or property. The dowry has
strongly affected women's marriage chances
and in addition the balance of male and female
children in families has been critical for
economic success or failure. Sons have sacrificed their inheritance to dispose of their
sisters; women have been driven to the brink
of suicide as their market value plummets
in a family crisis.

Attempts are now being made to limit the
power of these expectations, and the dowry is
technically illegal. In northerly areas the
normal pattern is the reverse: it is the man's
family which expects to provide a
or house room, for each new couple.
tionally families extended as the sons married
and brought their wives 10 the parental house
where they were su bjecl to the often tyrannical
rule of the pet/lera (molher.in-Iaw) who had
no doubt suffered at the hands of her own
pethera when she was the new "bride." 'As
families began to expect more comfort and
privacy and, it is said, became less willing
to "have patience" with each other, it became
normal for only the latest married son to
remain at home. Now it is the norm for a new
house or llat to be made available for the
new couple. But in these cases it is still most
likely to be the mother-in-law who will keep
a supervisory eye on the household management and child-rearing practices or her son's
wife.
The house--a woman's showcase: Once a
woman is established in her own house, she
can exhibit her worth through the objects in
it As a visitor to a Greek house, you may be
shown into the salimi, and the shutters may be
thrown open in your honor so that every item
in the room sucks up light like a sponge. The
furniture gleams with a limpid varnish, the
mirror-backed cabinet is filled with phalanxes
of glasses of every category. There are glinting
outposts of ornaments in every direction and,
above, a formation of globes or crystal
which defies both gravity and any
invasion of darkness at the room's
The challenge to the housewife is clear; evcry
speck of dust which is allowed to settle will
be reflected back as two. But all is under her
control. Her banner is raised victoriously on
every side. Every item of furniture is dressed
overall with a festive array of fabrics embroidered, crocheted, tasseled and trimmed.
They are crisply ironed and draped just so,
pressed so that their comers hang precisely
at the midpoint of the table edges, or pushed
into ripples by heavy vases.
The visitor who is left alone for a little
while the "Kyrta" goes to make coffee
kitchen, may begin to dwell upon
the stitches. the accumulated moments of
womens' hours and days-subtly toned flowers in blues and rcds and gold, silky green
leaves, intricately counted patterns of crosses
involving many handfuls of colors from the
haberdasher's glass topped drawer, encrusted
edges, patient repetitions in the millions of
tugged loops of a crocheted curtain. It is lhe
crystallization of many moments, calm
moments, anxious moments, stitches drawn

between sighs-of boredom, hope or resignation. Or more often, stitches shared with
groups of neighbors, patterns borrowed from
friends, hems and tassels wrought to the sound
of laughter and gossip and never far from the
clink of coffee cups.
Greek women's handiwork is no mere
pastime, It is bound closely to the traditional
sense of woman's role and destiny. A young
girl learns to sew so that she will be marriageable. These skills symbolize, obscurely, all that
she must be. The bride must show that she has
the wherewithal to "dress" the house, all the
ornamental and comfortable fabrics which
will line the nest of marriage. The usually
impressive accumulation of fabrics and furnishings is brought to the new house with some
ceremony-in the past on the backs of a string

of well laden mules, now more often in a truck
which creeps through village or neighborhood
with the horn sounding and shouts of merriment issuing from the back. In viewing the
goods, other women typically express admiration for the bride's "golden hands" and there
is a strong .sense that it is more than her skill
that is being displayed. She has laid out her
virtue before them. In the cities or wherever
money is more available than time it has
become customary for more and morc items to
be purchased, But handwoven fabrics wcre
prized even when they were more common and
today mothers and grandmothers hand on to
their daughters items which probably lay in
their own dowry chests, shrouded in the whiff
of camphor, all their married lives.

Housework is, of course, a kind of display
and in Greece the performance is ,almost
always virtuoso. In both towns and villages
many tasks are appropriately done in public
vieW-hanging the washing, beating rugs,
airing bedclothes, taking food to the bakeries
to be cooked and shopping. A woman's work
is manifested to the world. And although
the house is a private realm it is opened to
visitors; the worst would be assumed of a
housewife who never opened her doors to
her neighbors. A woman makes her command
over the physical things of life apparent to
a11. Seeing a woman washing a dusty public
pavement, eady in the morning, doubled over
and using a tiny handmade broom, seeing her
whitewashing the steps with the sole purpose,
it might seem, of enabling them to be made
dirty so that they can again be cleaned, one
might be inspired to ask, why does she enslave
herself in lhis way? Older houses are not built
or furnished for convenience and/many tasks
are performed with a frequency disproportionate to their laboriousness.
There is more than one answer and more
than one demand for this symbolic tax from
women. Firstly, they are restoring order
against the natural state of dirt and disorder
that would otherwise take over. As each
housewife sweeps the road in front of her
house and whitens th/! trees and paving slones,
she marks a territory where harmony is restored, where, in religious terms, that family
has printed the stamp of redemption upon the
fallen world. Correspondingly, gracc is manifested in material things-if the bread rises
well and the vegetables grow plump the family
would seem (both to themselves and to others
in the community) to be enjoying the protection of God and the saints.
Almost every house or flat has, somewhere,
its saints who inhabit a quiet niche along with
fragile dried leaves or flowers from a bygone
festival, a phial of holy water from a place of
pilgrimage, and the quickly faded wedding
crowns of artificial twigs. I t is part of the process of caring for the house to attend to the
icons, Icons need light. A small glass filled
with water and olive oil with a floating wick
provides a steady golden bud of flame. These
ancient and simple lamps may be replaced by
an electric bulb (do the saints blink at the lurid·
aquarium green?) for every day. But at a time
of crisis, and before a major festival, the
woman of the house deans and fills the little
oil lamp, and fits a new pink wick, and maybe
sets similar flames burning before the icons in
a local church or roadside shrine. Women take
responsibility for the family icons. They say
the prayers and visit churches. "Embs
plidmoume" they say: "We women pay."

On the other hand, the reverse, secular, side
of this coin is marked with the same price.
Given that in Greek society, moral status is
thought to be visible, every housewife, every
individual, is vulnerable to the remarks of
others. Even for those supported by a modern
political ideology it is difficult to stand against
a norm set by peers and neighbors.
It is the bearing of children which brings a
woman to her full status. It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance given to
marriage in Greece. The feeling that there is no
more appropriate mode of living for an adult
of either sex is prevalent, and it is widely
assumed that monks and nuns who explicitly
reject it must have been disappointed in love.'
The fact that marriage is essential for a complete life is symbolized by the ritual in which

chance of marriage.
Having married. a woman finds the pressure is relaxed. Momentarily. The next
anxiously awaited event is of course
pregnancy. This anxiety may be forestalled if
a bride is already pregnant. This has been
common in some areas as much in the past as
today, while elsewhere a woman's protest:
"My Dad will kill me!" has not always been an
exaggeration. Pregnancy outside engagement
has always been a serious matter in every part
of Greece. Now that the concept of engagement is becoming less forma! (the families may
at first have a simple verbal understanding,
rather than exchanging rings and gifts, or,
even less formally, the young people may come
to an understanding by themselves) there is
both greater flexibility in sexual matters and

a young adult who dies unmarried must be
dressed in wedding clothes and, in a poignant
ceremony, is "married" in the coffin with a
single wedding crown.
MarrIage and the woman's worth: The pressure
for women to marry is intense. They are given
less time to do so than men; an unmarried
woman in her late twenties is a matter for concern to her relatives whereas a man can acceptably relain his "freedom" (unmarried people
arc always described as "free") until forty or
so. Women who choose not to marry have to
confront the stubborn belief that they arc
single not through their own choice but of
necessity. Circumstances have proved too
much for them. runs the typical interpretation, with the result that they have missed their

greater scope for misunderstandings.
Although childbearing is their fulfilment,
Greek mothers often talk of the suffering
involved in having children, They don't just
mean the pains of childbirth, either. They
expect to suffer anxiety on the child's behalf
from its first breath until it is safely married.
They share this suffering with the Panagia, the
Virgin Mary, who is the model of womanhood
explicitly offered by Greek Orthodoxy. and
whose sufferings on behalf of her son are
remembered during the course ofthe Church's
year. Women are "Eves," caught in the trammels of human sexuality and only redeem
themselves by bearing, as thc Virgin Mary did,
a child.
Motherhood means nurture. The mother
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gives substance to her child while she is pregnant and the process does not stop there.
Mothers tend to feed their children with great
anxiety (a reason sometimes given for preferring bottle-feeding is that "at least you can
see what it has eaten"). Unfortunately many a
Greek child is aware of this and exploits the
mother's sensitivity on this matter. The degree
of a mother's love for her family can be represented by the effort she puts into preparing
food. If she produces boiled macaroni day
after day she will be aware that she is skimping. The favorite dishes-dolmadhes, paslilsio, and pitta for example-take hours to
prepare and involve a number of different processes. A ;'ortopitta even req uires that the cook
should wander the fields in search of the right
kinds of weeds.
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While the ideal of motherhood is nurturing,
ideally a mother should train her family to
fast-that is to control the'types of food they
eat at certain times in order to achieve religious purity. Fasting is regarded quite flexibly
these days in many households, with the consequence that women often casually enquire
what other families are eating-so that their
standards arc neither higher nor lower than
the average. Strict fasting means abstention
from meat, all animal products and oil. Special
dishes (ladheril) are made with oil and
vegetables as a kind of intermediary level of
restraint. There are women, mostly old, whose
faces light up as they say, during a fast period,
"Not a drop of oil have I eaten, not !1 drop
...", who take their girt of abstention to the

Vespers every evening and appear to enjoy a
peaceful detachment from physical needs.
These women may be viewed with suspicion
by the less devout and the irreligious, lest they
start to use their piety as a ground for judging
others. For ramilies there is a balance of opposing values to be maintained for to make children fast more than is generally thought to be
necessary is a denial of mother love.
Upon deal'll: A woman's care of the other
members of the family extends to everyone in
it but is concentrated especially on those who
are most hclpless-children and the dead.
Care for the dead also, paradoxically. involves
the preparation of food. But it is in fact a kind
of reversal of the nurturing
During
life a person needs to build up
body for life
and health. After death it becomes necessary
to let the body melt, unburdening the soul and
purifying the person ready for ultimate resurrection. By giving food away to other families
a woman helps the dead person slle is caring
for to lose, symbolically, unwanted flesh. On
the five "Soul Saturdays" in the year blackclothed women can be seen in cemeterics all
over Greece. They busy themselves with
candles, or polishing the marble plaques
around the graves, but most importantly, they
take foil-wrapped bundles of food and,
like children on a picnic, they swop with their
neighbors-a piece: of cake for a piece of
loukoumi (a Turkish delight) and the special
kind of wheat porridge known as k611yvG for
a long ribbed biscuit. Such food is accepted
with the words "May God forgive." It is an
orgy of giving, each woman going away with
a package as big as the one she brought. If for
any reason a woman is unable to fulfil her
duties towards the dead she is quite likely to
see the person in dreams. When she ceases to
experience such dreams the dead person no
longer needs her care.
Changed values: The pattern of expectations
and fulfilment with regard to women's livcs
has changed little over most of the 20th
century. Until very recently what had changed
was the nature of the materials with which a
woman expressed her commitment to the
famjly and its continuity. Clothes are now
shop-bought, foods are richer, household
furnishings often have an electrical plug
attached. Today both old and new values
coexist-the importance of being a wife and
mother with the importance of being able to
earn a good income. And it might be added
that provision for the combination of the two
roles is not worse than in many other European
countries-especially given the usually reliable
support of a young woman's mother in the
background. What was and has remained
important has been the need for a woman to

know thaI she has value. Where a woman's
dowry has been external to herself she has been
able to feel, once she is married, a solidity and
security in relation to her husband. Where her
value has been symbolized by the trivia of
household furnishing she has still had a means
of display and self-presentation. Now more
substantial though less visible qualities are
being appreciated-education, competence out
in the world, the quality of being a drastiria, a
"woman of action." But these new values do
not necessarily mean freedom. and certain
visible indicators of a woman's character-the way she dances. what she drinks,
whether she smokes-are still given weight.
Most of nil, a woman is stilI expected to be
linked to a family.
This is the most shocking thing about

as a joke or an insult but which Greek city
women take in their stride) and even a seat in
a kaffaneio. Acceptance of such "privileges"
simply makes overt the peculiar position that a
foreign woman is necessarily in.
Women are likely to respond to the visiting
anomaly with a barrage of questions: "Mama,
baM, zoun?" ("Mom, Dad, are they alive?");
"Adelfia?" ("Brothers and sisters?"); and.
pointing to the ring finger of the right hand,
"Andras?" ("Don't )'OU have a husband?").
These arc not routine polite enquiries but are
attempts to clarify what is, for them, the most
important thing about a person-the link with
family responsibilities.
The traveler can conduct herself as she
wishes. She can allow herself to be placed in
the sexually free category or emphasize that

foreign women in Greece. Women traveling
in Greece arc often a little unnerved by the
separation of men's and women's worlds. Add
to this the rather obvious attentions from men
which foreign women attract in areas accustomed to tourism and the female traveler is left
wondering how she is viewed by local people.
"Pseudo-men": Because Greek fathers 'arid
brothers have traditionally been the guardians
of female sexuality (the assumption being that
individuals of either sex are not all that good
at saying "no" on their own account) women
who evidently have freedom of movement and
economic independence are thought likely to be
unconstrained in other ways. In this they
resemble men. Foreign women are often given
small chances to be "pseudo-men," offered
cigarettes or strong drink (offers which women
from small and traditional villages would take

she's a nice family girl. But, powerful as these
stereotypes are, there is no need to be pushed
into either. There is such a strong sense of
"how we do things" that there is a corresponding streak of open-mindedness in most
Greeks, ready to accept that in your country
you do things differently.
This acceptance of other values is having to
be exercised more and more within the Greek
family. between generations. The family's
sphere of interests was once visibly contained
within its own four walls and its fields. Now
it is interpenetrated by the world, by television, by education, by its members' moveme.lts throughout Greece and further afield.
But it represents, still, the front line of contact
with the real moral issues of human weakness.
human needs and mortality. This is where
women are at work.
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XENOMANIAj
XENOPHOBIA
As a small country Greece has always had
to contend with the Xenos, the foreigner.
Whether as invader or just as visitor, the Xenos
has had a big impact on the Greek conception
of self. A Xenos isn't simply a non-Greek, he
or she might be a Greek from another town.
In the pa,st when a woman married a man from
over the mountain she married a Xenos: The
songs sung at her wedding were often laments
wishing her well in the "after life." Departure
for another .vill~ge an,d departure for another
world wcre equated. The Xenos who carried
her off was viewed with as much suspicion as
any foreigner. Even ,today in many places the
Athenian is almost as much a Xenos as the
punk rocker on his package tour from England. But whereas
ago xenophobia
was the predominant
nt, today its flip
side, xenomania, is by far more prevalent.
Tourism has been on the rise since the early
sixties. During the dictatorship (1967-1974)
foreigners were encouraged to buy property
tax-frec. And although Pasok, the socialist
government in power since 1980, certainly
doesn't patronize foreigners to the same extent, their policies show that they recognize
lourism as Greece's number one industry. In
1985 tourism by itself brought in almost as
much money as all olher industries combined
- from olive oil to scuba masks to large scale
machinery.
.
But xenomania is not without its problems;
in many ways Greece was not prepared for
such expansion in the tourist industry. A
baker and his wife on Amorgos who can earn
three times their salary by renting out rooms
to foreigners during the summer may not
think too much about the aesthetics of the
port or the influx of less traditional mores
when they decide to add some guest rooms to
the family house. And alt.hough the wife may
complain when hcr husband starts running
after blond Swedes (see Kamaki) or when her
kids start dcmanding products she has never
heard of like Coppertone tanning lotion the
casual relationship between a fast expanding
tourist industry and her family's whims may
not be deeply explored. And even if she docs
blame the tourists she depends on them for her
family'S Jiveliho·od. Xenos has clearly become
a much more ambivalent term now that it
pivots freely between "phobia" and "mania."
One moment the tourist is the one to thank for
the new road and the relative high standard of·
living and the next the tourist is the one to

blame for sex and drugs and rock and roll.
What is particularly interesting about
Greek t(Jurism is the way it attends to the
foreigner's particular material needs but
still obstinately refuses to accommodate the
foreigner'S different pace of life. A trendy
hotel in Hydra may serve all the right cocktails
in its bar but the owner will absolutely refuse
to get up before ten to fix breakfast. Obviously
according to him no one wh(J is anyone gets
up that early, He hasn't taken into consideration that a trendy German may not have the
same sleeping habits as a trendy Greek.
The spced with which Greece has become
the vacation paradise for all of Europe means
that until recently it was more equipped for
backpackers than the clientele of luxury liners.
But this is slowly changing as Greeks realize
that it needs to attract this lauer group in
order to profit from tourism. Tourists can
forward to more and more varied serAnd also perhaps to at less manic
reception, neither xenophobia nor xenomania
but xenophilia.

YOGHURT
Most VISitors to Greece rave about the
yoghurt. Rich, thick and creamy in its commercial form or tart and slippery in the spiliko
(home-madc) version it is a much more
substantial food than the watery yoghurt you
find in other countries. For this reason the
American habit of "drinking" a yoghurt for
.lunch is completely unfathomable to a Greek.
Yoghurt is neither a
nor a meal. It
has its own peculiar
function. Like
parentheses it separates the meal from the
rest of daily activities. It cleans the palate.
Meals often start with a plate of tsatsiki (a
delicious thick spread of yoghurt, cucumber
and garlic) or finish with a bowl of.yoghurt
smothered in the region's honey and walnuts.
Whether as a preface or a finale to a meal the
yoghurt's smooth consistency helps digestion.
In general yoghurt is regarded as soothing. In
fact in Greek when the sea is calm they say it
is 'like yoghurt'. In recent years England has
begun importing Greek yoghurt to pacify
holiday makers when they return to dreary
Britain after two weeks of Mediterranean sun
and sea. Once upon a timc tourists brought
back pockets fuJI of pebbles and shards as
momentos of their trip, now they can forego
the fuss: a quick trip to the corner deli provides all the ingredients for a real Greek

tsalsiki. Although the Delta and Fage yoghurt
available barely resembles its tangy, crusty
Spiliko counterpart, a good imagination can
still conjure up the smell of thyme and oregano
and the distant bells of sheep and goats
scampering across a mountainside.

ZORBA
Nobody has done more for the image of the
earthy, passionate, impulsive Hellenic hedonist
than Hollywood's ethniechamelcon, Anthony
Quinn. Nikos Kazantzakis may have invented
Zorba but only Quinn could dance that lusty
rogue of a peasant into the hearts of millions.
Kudos must go, too, to Director Eli Kazan,
who captured in stark black-and-white the
austerity-of social mores no less than of
mountains and architccture----of a highland
Cretan village.
Though most foreigners know him as
"Zobra the Greek:' the original novelistic
version is entitled Alexis Zorhils-that
adjective ("the Greek") Kazantzakis would
have found quite superfluous. Readers of the
Greek novel know he couldn't be anything
else. In fact, it's clear that Zorba was a real
person, hailing-some say-from a small
town on the Macedonian peninsula of Chalcidice, whom the author met when Zorba
came to work on Crete.
He may have been mortal once, but Zorba
has acquired mythic qualities. He's a modern
stereotype, perhaps, but with a long lineage.
European elites long regarded peasants as
"noble savages" close to home, and romantic
literature and travelers' accounts abound with
rustic peasants dancing their troubles away. In
Greece, there's a special twist; the peasants'
"wild" dances and "discordant" music gcts
likened to ancient Dionysian revels. Yet
however trivialized they have become, Zorba
and his predecessors represent quite sober
explorations of a very old philosophical
problem in Greece: the power of passion and
the limits of reason. It's a problem not
confined to the ancients, nor to
philosophers grounded in that classical
tion. .It has also been a core issue of
Orthodoxy, whose rational, worldly power
has always coexisted with the most mystical of
theologies. This abstract, otherworldly faith
flourished in the sensuous landscape of
Kazant2akis' native Crete.
Kazantzakis was preoccupied with spiritual
questions all his life. Though he eventually left

the Orthodox Church, there is no doubt that
his own personal conflicts over sex, as wcll as
his literary themes, come from early religious
experiences. His novel about Zorba explores
the problem of body and soul which always
obsessed him. "The Boss"-who many say
was really Kazantzakis himself-is an intellectual trapped in a world of words. He
keeps himself from sin by repressing all
feelings of desire for for-bidden things. But he
is totally
to act. The Boss' paralysis
finds its
in Zorba, who confronts
his desires-for food, for wine, for the
charms of women-naturally, even defiantly.
Kazantzakis may be forgiven his hint of
romanticism, for the rude peasant here is not
just noble, but wise. It's the scholar who needs
to be taught by Zorba, the unlettered laborer
who "knows himself."
It's somehow apt that for most of us today,
Zorba is a celluloid, not a literary, figure.
WordsarenotZorba'sforte. For all his pearls
of earthy wisdom (laced with Quinn's exclamations in superbly acccnted Greek) Zorba
knows the limits of words. When something
profound happens-as when his daughter
dies-Zorba must dance! Be it
or
sorrow, Zorba seems to say, the body is
at translating the ineffable. Much the same
message c
in the film "Never on
Sunday," as
ina Mercouri, playing the
whore-with-a-heart-of-gold, dances joyously
at quayside with eager YOJ.!ng sailors. How
else can she
t that sturred-shirt scholar,
Homer, a
American estranged from his
own roots, to understand what life's about?
Zorba, Melina, Dionysus, the dancing
Greek-reincarnated under tourism in fanciful. distor.ted guises which sell everything
from package holidays to tape cassettes-still
express something about what it means to be
Greek: about dramatic self-assertion before
a skcptical public, about the pleasures and
tensions of sociability, about passion and
control. If foreigners barely understand what
dancing, feasting, even smashing plates, mean
to Greeks, we nonetheless find the exuberance
we see there irresistible. For in Zorba and the
rest we discern a spontaneity and collective
bDnhomie lost in the anonymity of our own
more industrialized sodeties. Greeks and
foreigners alike keep Zorba alive, because
Zorba is "good to think with" -not just about
Greeks, but about ourselves.

